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ABSTRACT
Does a brief mindfulness induction change delay discounting in individuals with high levels of
obsessive-compulsive symptoms?
Cierra Edwards
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a mental illness characterized by obsessions and
compulsions that cause significant distress and/or functional impairment. Delay discounting, the
decline in value of a reward with the delay of its receipt, is linked to a range of maladaptive
behaviors and mental disorders. Increased delay discounting is related to obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD), reflecting that compulsive behaviors that aim to counteract obsessive thoughts
are viewed as uncontrollable by the sufferer. We aimed to experimentally reduce delay
discounting in individuals with high levels of obsessive-compulsive symptoms through a brief
mindfulness induction. Eligible participants were randomly assigned to receive either a
mindfulness or thought wandering induction before completing counter-balanced monetary and
handwashing delay discounting tasks and questionnaires. In Study 1, participants were adults (N
= 84) who completed the study in-person pre-pandemic response from November 2019 through
March 2020 in the US. In Study 2, adult participants (N = 79) completed the study online due to
the pandemic from June to November 2020. The mindfulness condition did not exhibit increased
state mindfulness in either sample. There were no differences in delay discounting between
participants who received the mindfulness condition and those who completed the thought
wandering condition in either sample. There was an order effect for the first sample such that
participants who completed the handwashing delay discounting task first had increased delay
discounting/more impulsive choices on that measure. We found significant relations between this
handwashing delay discounting task and related obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Monetary
delay discounting was not associated with OCD symptoms. Findings suggest that presentation of
threat-relevant information may lead to steeper discounting. Additionally, our results provide
further evidence for differential delay discounting across reward types. Our study highlights the
need for threat-relevant and/or symptom specific tasks in future studies examining delay
discounting in OCD.
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Does a brief mindfulness induction change delay discounting in individuals with high levels of
obsessive-compulsive symptoms?
OCD Overview
OCD is characterized by obsessions and compulsions that cause significant distress
and/or impairment in functioning. According to criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013),
obsessions are recurrent unwanted thoughts, images, or doubts that are intrusive, distressing, and
anxiety-provoking. Common obsessional themes include intrusive thoughts related to
contamination, sex, scrupulosity, inflated responsibility, and harming others (Clark &
Radomsky, 2014). Obsessions are experienced as ego-dystonic; they are dissonant with how one
views one’s self. Compulsions are repetitive behaviors a person utilizes to resist, counteract, or
neutralize obsessions or anxiety (Leckman et al., 1997). Some common types of compulsions are
washing, cleaning, checking, repeating, and mental review (Abramowitz et al., 2009).
Presentations of OCD are manifold and limited only by the individual’s personal
concerns and experiences (Abramowitz et al., 2018). The four most common manifestations of
OCD are contamination, checking/responsibility, unacceptable thoughts, and symmetry/just right
(Abramowitz et al., 2010). Each of these presentations is still fundamentally “OCD” because of
the distressing combination of obsessions and compulsions, while the content of the thoughts and
rituals is idiosyncratic to the person. Cultural stereotypes of OCD perpetuate mental health
stigma and the misunderstanding that OCD is just a label for people who prefer to be neat and
tidy or are afraid of germs (Williams et al., 2020). The reality is that this disorder is highly
heterogeneous and compulsions are experienced as nearly uncontrollable behavior aimed at
reducing the distress from obsessions.
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OCD Epidemiology and Assessment
Identifying who is at risk and the various presentations of OCD is critical to
understanding the nature of this highly debilitating illness. According to older estimates from the
DSM-5, the prevalence rate of OCD was approximately 2.3% for the lifetime and 1.2% for a 12month period (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). OCD occurs in males and females at
about the same rate (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). More recent estimates from a
meta-analysis of epidemiological studies of OCD rates worldwide suggest a lifetime prevalence
rate of 1.5% in women and 1.0% in men (Fawcett et al., 2020). The mean age of OCD onset is
19.5 years, but symptoms often appear in early adolescence (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Females are affected at a slightly higher rate in adulthood compared to males, while males
develop the disorder at a higher rate in childhood (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Genetic influences for OCD range from 45-65% in children and 27-47% in adults (Grootheest et
al., 2005). OCD has a concordance rate of 0.57 for monozygotic and 0.22 for dizygotic twins,
making it one of the more hereditary mental illnesses (Pauls, 2010).
Comorbidities with other mental disorders and challenges with differential diagnosis
further complicate our understanding of OCD. Commonly co-occurring mental disorders include
tic disorder, anxiety and depressive disorders, obsessive-compulsive personality disorder
(OCPD), and substance use disorders (Ruscio et al., 2010). Differential diagnoses include these
comorbidities, eating disorders, and psychotic disorders (Davis et al., 2019). Given the high level
of comorbidities and overlap with disorders with similar features, best clinical practice for
diagnosing and assessing OCD symptoms is through a structured clinical interview and/or
validated symptom-based measures (Davis et al., 2019). OCD diagnosis is most reliably
established through a validated structured clinical interview (First & Williams, 2016; Tolin et al.,
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2018). Symptom measures like the Obsessive Compulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R; Foa et al.,
2002) are typically used to gauge OCD severity.
OCD Etiology and Maintenance
From a neuroanatomical perspective, abnormalities in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC),
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and striatum have been strongly implicated in OCD (Pauls et
al., 2014). Individuals with OCD exhibit hyperactivity during rest in the cortico-basal-thalamocortical loop that includes the OFC, ACC, and the head of the caudate nucleus (Pauls et al.,
2014). In terms of neurochemistry, serotonergic and dopaminergic neurotransmitter systems are
among several that have been associated with the pathogenesis of OCD (Lissemore et al., 2021).
Support for the serotonin hypothesis (i.e., implication of the serotonergic system in OCD
presentation) has been drawn mainly from clinical trials demonstrating the efficacy of selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) in the treatment of both adult and pediatric OCD (Sinopoli
et al., 2017) Individuals with OCD have excessive baseline activity of excitatory glutamatergic
neurons in the OFC (Wu et al., 2012). Serotonin inhibits these neurons. It is theorized that SSRI
medications result in an increase of serotonin in the OFC, thus leading to a decline in OCD
symptoms (Eddy et al., 2004). These neuroanatomical and neurochemical differences in
individuals with OCD appear to result in deficits on neurobehavioral tasks. There is a consistent
pattern of deficits in fronto-striatal executive functions, particularly impairments in utilization of
organization strategies and decreased memory confidence (Pauls et al., 2014).
Psychological behavioral models posit that OCD is maintained through a cycle of
negative reinforcement. When obsessional thoughts occur, compulsions function as an avoidance
behavior. The compulsions allow the individual with OCD to temporarily avoid the horrific,
feared outcomes associated with their obsessive thoughts. Thus, the disorder is maintained in the
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long-run through a cycle of negative reinforcement vis-à-vis operant conditioning (Antony et al.,
2007). People with OCD choose the immediate reward of engaging in a compulsion and having
reduced anxiety at the long-term expense of maintaining the disorder. OCD is not motivated by
perfectionism as lay people often assume and is much more behavioral addiction like.
Following these theoretical models of OCD, many researchers think that increased delay
discounting, a preference for more immediate rewards, may be a common feature across OCD
presentations (Benatti et al., 2014). From this perspective, there is likely increased delay
discounting in OCD because compulsions function as immediate reinforcers that reduce anxiety
(Murphy et al., 2010). Other theories posit that OCD may be associated with decreased delay
discounting via perfectionistic tendencies (Moulding & Kyrios, 2006; Rhéaume et al., 1995;
Skodol & Oldham, 1996) or through excessive harm-avoidance (Hollander & Wong, 1995;
Potenza et al., 2009). However, these alternative explanations of the relation between delay
discounting and OCD seem to equate compulsions in OCD with compulsivity as a personality
trait and repetitive behaviors more broadly.
OCD vs. OCPD
Not all repetitive behaviors are compulsions because these behaviors do not always have
the function of reducing anxiety in response to an obsession (Wheaton et al., 2010). For instance,
people might spend several hours a day checking and responding to emails as part of their job or
because they like having their inbox in order and responding to others in a timely manner. In the
former case, the repetitive checking behavior is appropriate to the context; in the latter, it may be
a personality trait that brings some amount of pleasure or satisfaction to the person.1 In both of

1

These two functions are not mutually exclusive; but neither is maintained through negative reinforcement. One can
spend significant time responding to emails as part of a job requirement and because they are overly conscientious,
preoccupied with orderliness, or perfectionistic (or all of the above).
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these situations, the repetitive behavior does not function to reduce anxiety or distress as is the
case in OCD.
When perfectionistic repetitive behavior occurs as part of one’s identity and personality,
it may be an indication of OCPD. Unlike OCD, OCPD is characterized by rigidity,
perfectionism, excessive conscientiousness, devotion to work, and repetitive behaviors
performed without underlying obsessions (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Compulsivity in OCPD is a bit of a misnomer because the person does not feel “compelled” to
perform the behavior; it is really a descriptor of the repetitive behavior rather than the underlying
function of the behavior. The motivation for the repetitive behavior in OCPD is that the
individual prefers to behave that way (Ansell et al., 2010).
In contrast, individuals with OCD perform compulsions to temporarily relieve their
anxiety (Steketee, 2011). Choosing to engage in compulsions is immediately reinforcing for
people with OCD because compulsions stave off uncomfortable feelings of anxiety and distress.
This is not unlike the way those with a substance use disorder or a behavioral addiction take up
their immediate reward of choice; the emotions underlying the choice are just different (e.g.,
thrill-seeking or avoidance of withdrawal symptoms instead of anxiety). Delay discounting offers
a useful framework for understanding why someone with OCD might choose the more
immediate reward of lessened anxiety by performing a compulsion over the long-term reward of
less severe OCD symptoms and functional impairment.
Delay Discounting
Delay discounting refers to the decrease in the value of a reinforcer with delay to its
receipt (MacKillop, 2013). It is a phenomenon that is present across species, reward types, and
delays (Odum, 2011a). Immediately available rewards are considered better than later rewards,
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more probable rewards are better than less likely rewards, and larger rewards are generally better
than smaller rewards. Choices are often in conflict, however, when decisions are made between
less reward now or more later on. Delay discounting is an intertemporal type of decision-making
that is characterized by a preference for more immediate, smaller rewards over larger, later
rewards (Lattal, 2013; Madden & Johnson, 2010).
Increased delay discounting means that there is a stronger preference for the immediate
reward compared to average, while decreased discounting refers to a greater inclination toward
the later reward. With delay discounting, the choice of the more immediate reinforcer is viewed
as the impulsive choice, and the delayed outcome choice is seen as the self-controlled response
(Solnick et al., 1980). Delay discounting tasks are intended to estimate preference for immediate
versus delayed reward by presenting actual or hypothetical choices. In humans, delay
discounting tasks typically involve presenting participants with various hypothetical monetary
choices between smaller rewards available immediately and larger rewards provided later
(Odum, 2011a). Delay discounting provides a framework for understanding decision-making and
is essential to understanding intertemporal choice behavior and psychopathology in humans. In
general, people weigh immediate rewards disproportionately in these delay discounting tasks,
however, some populations discount much more or less steeply than others.
Whether delay discounting is a stable, personality-like trait or state-dependent is a matter
of increasing interest to the field (Lempert et al., 2019). Delay discounting has traditionally been
viewed as a trait variable because it appears to be an enduring response style with high test-retest
reliability (Odum, 2011b). This view is further supported by the evidence that delay discounting
on one outcome is positively correlated with the degree of discounting on other rewards (Green
& Myerson, 2010). Additionally, delay discounting is related to a number of personality and
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individual difference variables, including extraversion and neuroticism (Mahalingam et al.,
2014). Nonetheless, there is relatively little research examining consistency of delay discounting
across a wide variety of reward types. A recent review of the literature indicates that there is
likely a combination of state (e.g., outcome type) and trait (e.g., heritability, consistency)
influences on delay discounting (Odum et al., 2020). There may be differential delay discounting
depending on the type of outcome. In fact, nonmonetary outcomes are generally more steeply
discounted than monetary rewards (Estle et al., 2007; Odum et al., 2020). There is a critical need
to better understand factors that lead to steeper discounting of nonmonetary outcomes to
facilitate behavior change.
Delay Discounting and Mental Health
Differences in delay discounting task performance are found across a range of mental
disorders. Increased delay discounting is consistently associated with impulse-control disorders,
substance dependence, and behavioral addictions (MacKillop et al., 2011; Reynolds, 2006).
Preliminary evidence suggests that there may be increased delay discounting in schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, and major depressive disorder (Ahn et al., 2011; Heerey et al., 2007; Pulcu et
al., 2014). On the other hand, decreased delay discounting is associated with anorexia nervosa
and more lethal suicide attempts in older adults (Dombrovski et al., 2011; Steinglass et al.,
2012). Clearly, excessive self-control, like impulsivity, can lead to maladaptive behavior. Given
the array of behaviors and disorders that it is associated with, delay discounting is increasingly
seen as a trans-disease process and vulnerability factor (Bickel et al., 2012). One possible
application is manipulating delay discounting as a transdiagnostic treatment target (Best et al.,
2012; Stanger et al., 2012).
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Delay Discounting and OCD
The neurophysiology involved in OCD may contribute to increased impulsivity on delay
discounting tasks. Several studies have noted dysfunctional reward circuitry via the mesolimbic
pathway in OCD similar to that seen in substance dependence, supporting the notion that
compulsions are a behavioral addiction (Figee et al., 2011; Pauls et al., 2014; Rǎdulescu &
Marra, 2017). Increased delay discounting is linked to this reward pathway (Sackett et al., 2019;
Saddoris et al., 2015). Furthermore, the striato-thalamo-orbitofrontal circuit is involved in the
compulsive nature of drug addiction and OCD (Adinoff, 2004; Voon & Dalley, 2015).
Altogether, the neurological evidence supports compulsions as failures in behavioral control and
cognitive flexibility.
Several studies have examined delay discounting task performance within the context of
OCD (Grassi et al. 2015; Mavrogiorgou et al., 2018). All previous studies have found either a
positive relation between increased discounting and OCD or no association.2 Four studies have
examined differences in monetary delay discounting tasks (e.g., multiple time delays with
titrated rewards) in samples comparing individuals diagnosed with OCD to healthy controls. Of
these, two studies found increased delay discounting for the OCD condition (Mavrogiorgou et
al., 2018; Sohn et al., 2014). The other two studies found no differences in monetary delay
discounting between OCD and healthy controls, though interestingly, these researchers predicted
reduced discounting in OCD (Pinto et al., 2014; Steinglass et al. 2017). Two correlational studies
found no association between monetary delay discounting and obsessive-compulsive symptoms
in unselected college student samples (Ong, et al., 2018; Weatherly, 2012).

2

There is currently no published review of delay discounting in OCD. Dr. Steinman and I are preparing a
manuscript to address this gap in the literature (Edwards & Steinman, 2021).
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Only one study has examined delay discounting with a task related to obsessivecompulsive symptoms. Delay discounting related to contamination and washing symptoms was
evaluated with hypothetical choices about delaying handwashing following an anxiety-provoking
imaginal scenario (Ong et al., 2018). The novel procedure consisted of reading the scenario and
making choices between receiving amounts of money (descending $99, $97.50, etc.) and
washing hands immediately or receiving $100 after a delay to handwashing (e.g., 1 min, 7 min,
30 min; Ong et al., 2018). There were no significant differences in monetary discounting
between participants with high and low handwashing symptomology. Participants with high
handwashing had a non-significant trend (p = .068; Cliff’s δ = 0.17) toward increased
discounting compared to participants with low handwashing on the handwashing discounting
task, reflecting that symptom specific discounting tasks may be a more appropriate measure of
the relation between discounting and OCD. Nonetheless, findings were non-significant and
should be interpreted with caution.
Changing Delay Discounting
Given the strong relation between delay discounting and various mental disorders, there
is significant interest in modifying delay discounting and determining if changing delay
discounting improves clinical outcomes (Lempert et al., 2019). In general, most of the
experimental manipulations of delay discounting in humans are brief and intended to induce state
changes in delay discounting. A recent meta-analysis of studies experimentally manipulating
delay discounting indicates that there are several methods for momentarily reducing discounting
(Rung & Madden, 2018). Among these, affect and mortality priming manipulations have
inconsistent effects, while construal and temporal priming have modest support (Rung &
Madden, 2018). Framing of time and reward outcomes significantly alters discounting, as do
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contextual changes and learning-based approaches (Rung & Madden, 2018). Clinical techniques
and strategies that can be incorporated into treatment, such as mindfulness and episodic future
thinking, have modest effects on reducing delay discounting (Rung & Madden, 2018).
OCD, Delay Discounting, and Mindfulness
When it comes to obsessive-compulsive symptoms and delay discounting, however,
mindfulness-based manipulations are particularly intriguing. Briefly, mindfulness refers to
paying attention to and being in the present moment without judgment (Siegel et al., 2009).
Being mindful of obsessions means allowing intrusive thoughts to be there without resisting
them through compulsions. Mindfulness-based interventions emphasize cultivating a willingness
to experience the distress from obsessive thoughts without evaluating them or trying to
understand them. The anxiety “fizzles out” when using mindfulness because emotions and
cognitions are allowed to run their course without interference or negative reinforcement.
Of the types of experimental reductions of delay discounting used in the existing
literature, only mindfulness has been found effective in alleviating OCD symptoms in the context
of broader therapeutic treatment. Therapies that utilize mindfulness, such as acceptance and
commitment therapy (ACT), have a growing evidence base for treating OCD (Grayson, 2013;
Twohig et al., 2010). Mindfulness is frequently used alongside the gold-standard treatment for
OCD, exposure and response prevention (ERP), because of its emphasis on observing and
accepting intrusive thoughts (Grayson, 2013). Mindfulness-based approaches may be especially
helpful for coping with “sticky” obsessions that occur at a high frequency and are typically
resisted through mental review (Twohig et al., 2006). Alternative approaches to reducing delay
discounting, such as episodic future thinking and framing, may have the counterproductive effect
of perpetuating uncertainty about choices and causing anxious distress. Given these factors, a
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mindfulness-based approach is likely the best available option for manipulating delay
discounting in an OCD analogue.
In addition to its evidence basis in therapeutic treatment for OCD, even brief mindfulness
training can influence individuals’ attitudes and behavior in the moment (Brown et al., 2007).
For instance, a 15 min mindfulness intervention resulted in reduced negativity bias and increased
positive judgments (Kiken & Shook, 2011). In addition, one-session mindfulness training in
naïve participants can reduce emotional arousal (Farb et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2011). Further,
mindfulness meditation trainings between 4-8 sessions have found reduced self-reported pain
and somatic reactivity (Zeidan et al., 2011), decreased social anxiety and avoidance (Goldin et
al., 2009), and reduced neural reactivity to stimuli invoking sadness (Farb et al., 2010).
Mindfulness interventions have been shown to also increase working memory and executive
functioning abilities (Morrison & Jha, 2015). While the implications for brief mindfulness
interventions for clinical outcomes is exciting, it is still unclear exactly how much mindfulness
(e.g., number and length of sessions) is needed to induce transient, state changes and to achieve
longer-lasting effects (Sayers et al., 2015).
To date, only two studies have attempted to experimentally manipulate delay discounting
with mindfulness (Hendrickson & Rasmussen, 2013; Morrison et al., 2014). In the first,
Hendrickson and Rasmussen (2013) found that one 50 min mindful-eating training produced
small but significant reductions in delay discounting of food-related outcomes, and the
educational control condition had no difference in delay discounting. Additionally, there were no
changes in monetary delay discounting (Hendrickson & Rasmussen, 2013). On the other hand,
Morrison et al. (2014) examined whether a one-session 60-90 min acceptance-based intervention
specifically focusing on acceptance and values reduced monetary delay discounting compared to
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a waitlist-control. There was a large decrease in monetary delay discounting within the
intervention condition, and there was a non-significant trend for less discounting in the
experimental compared to the control condition (Morrison et al., 2014). Both of these studies
used unselected samples of healthy undergraduate college students. These findings suggest that
state mindfulness approaches may have a transient effect on delay discounting. Furthermore,
delay discounting task measures may need to be tailored to the target problem as effects may be
specific to the type of reward.
Current Study
The primary aim of the current study was to examine the efficacy of a mindfulness
induction in reducing delay discounting in an OCD analogue sample. Participants with high
obsessive-compulsive symptomology were randomly assigned to complete a brief mindfulness
induction or a thought wandering control task. We anticipated that the mindfulness condition
would result in less steep discounting of hypothetical delayed rewards compared to the control.
We evaluated whether delay discounting in obsessive-compulsive symptomology varied
depending on the type of reward using a modified version of the task developed by Ong and
colleagues (2018). We decided to include this novel task because similarly non-validated
measures of delay discounting are often used in the literature (Odum et al., 2020). Furthermore,
examining delay discounting with outcomes relevant to the population in question is one of the
essential tasks for advancing this literature and addressing this trans-disease process in treatment.
Following the induction, participants completed two delay discounting tasks presented in
randomized order with hypothetical rewards related to 1) obsessive-compulsive symptomology
and 2) money. We hypothesized that there would be steeper discounting of hypothetical rewards
related to obsessive-compulsive symptomology relative to monetary rewards. We predicted that
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the mindfulness condition would lead to larger differences in discounting of obsessivecompulsive oriented rewards relative to monetary reinforcers.
Between-subjects changes can be difficult to detect in delay discounting tasks due to high
variability within-persons (Madden et al., 2004; Odum, 2011b; Odum & Baumann, 2010).
Therefore, monetary delay discounting was examined within-subjects at two time-points: 1)
preselection and 2) post-induction. Preselection was used to determine if potential participants
met eligibility criteria and provided a “baseline” for some outcomes (i.e., obsessive-compulsive
symptoms, monetary delay discounting). The preselection took place via an online survey, and
the remainder of the study (e.g., induction, delay discounting tasks, self-reports) occurred as a
single computerized in-person session pre-pandemic and online following pandemic related
changes to data collection procedures. We anticipated that the mindfulness condition would
exhibit less steep discounting over time. The obsessive-compulsive relevant discounting task is
novel, and there is not an alternative, equivalent form of the measure (as was the case for the
monetary delay discounting tasks). The benefit of including this measure at both times did not
seem to outweigh the potential for testing effects. Therefore, obsessive-compulsive delay
discounting was only assessed at post-induction.
We explored delay discounting differences between participants with high and low
handwashing symptomology. We anticipated steeper discounting of threat-relevant rewards
among individuals with higher symptoms. Finally, relations among delay discounting tasks and
clinical variables (e.g., anxiety, trait mindfulness), and demographic variables (e.g., income, age)
were explored at post-induction. Previous work in delay discounting has documented the
significant impact that psychosocial variables can have on delay discounting (Odum &
Baumann, 2010; Peters & Buchel, 2011). We hypothesized that greater obsessive-compulsive
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symptoms, anxiety, and self-reported impulsiveness, would be associated with increased
monetary and obsessive-compulsive delay discounting. We expected that higher trait
mindfulness and deeper consideration of future consequences would be related to decreased
delay discounting across tasks. We did not include measures of IQ or working memory because
we did not anticipate much variability in these outcomes as we intended to recruit a sample of
primarily undergraduate students. Additionally, the relation between these outcomes and delay
discounting is firmly established in the literature while there is less known about the other
clinical variables we included in the design.
We examined whether it was possible to reduce delay discounting with a brief
mindfulness induction in two samples with high obsessive-compulsive symptoms. We
acknowledge that our study was intended to be exploratory in nature. Initially, collecting an
adequate sample size to examine our hypotheses seemed feasible. Due to the global COVID-19
pandemic, in-person data collection (November 2019 – March 2020) was paused and the study
session was later administered in an entirely online format (June – November 2020). Given this
historical event and change in methodology, we present the findings as two separate studies with
a summative discussion and conclusions at the end.
Study 1
The purpose of this study was to examine the efficacy of a brief mindfulness induction in
reducing delay discounting in an OCD analogue sample collected in person in a laboratory
setting.
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Method
Participants
Participants were 84 adults aged 18 to 36 (M = 20.88, SD = 3.57) recruited from the West
Virginia University psychology department selection pool and the community.3 Most
participants (n = 63), 75.0%, reported identifying as female. Ethnicity was reported as
predominately non-Latinx (n = 73), 86.9%. Participant race was reported as 77.4% White (n =
65), 3.6% Black (n = 3), 7.1% Asian (n = 6), 3.6% Middle Eastern/North African (n = 3), 1.2%
Native American/American Indian/Alaska Native/Indigenous White (n = 1), and 7.1%
Multiracial (n = 6). Median income was between $40,000 to $49,999, and median level of
education was some college. A majority of participants (n = 43), 51.2%, identified as being
single.
Measures
Preselection measures
Participants completed the OCI-R, the Dimensional Obsessive Compulsive Scale (DOCS;
Abramowitz et al., 2010), and a monetary measure of delay discounting to evaluate eligibility
and preselection, “baseline” levels of obsessive-compulsive symptoms and delay discounting. A
brief demographic questionnaire was used to characterize the sample and screen for exclusion
criteria.
The OCI-R is a multidimensional 18-item Likert-type scale that is designed to measure
the degree of obsessive-compulsive symptoms in the past month with five response options
ranging from not at all to extremely (Foa et al., 2002). There are six subscales: washing,
checking, obsessions, mental neutralizing, ordering, and hoarding. The OCI-R has strong

3

Four potential participants were excluded from data analysis in this sample for having OCI-R scores less than 9 at
the start of the study session.
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psychometric properties, including high internal consistency, test-retest reliability, validity, and
sensitivity to treatment change (Abramowitz et al., 2005; Foa et al., 2002). The OCI-R was used
to screen for the presence of obsessive-compulsive symptoms and to determine whether
eligibility criteria are still met at the outset of the study session. See Appendix A.
Clinical samples report a high degree of symptoms on the OCI-R (M = 28.01, SD =
13.53), and this measure is sensitive at detecting the presence of OCD with scores at or above 21
indicating likely OCD (Foa et al., 2002). Some recommend lower cutoff scores for distinguishing
probable OCD on the OCI-R, such as a score of 14 or above (Abramowitz & Deacon, 2006).
Scores of 15 or above on the OCI-R are within 1 SD of the mean score of a clinical OCD sample
(Foa et al., 2002). Using this cutoff score for the OCI-R ensured that participants reported a
significant level of obsessive-compulsive symptoms. To collect a symptomatic but not formally
diagnosed sample, potential participants who scored within 1 SD of the clinical mean on the
OCI-R, a score of 15 or greater, were invited to participate in the study. Only participants scoring
a 9 or higher on the OCI-R (within 1.5 SD of the clinical mean) at the start of the in study session
were included in the analyses to allow for day to day fluctuations in symptoms.
The DOCS is a multidimensional measure of obsessive-compulsive symptoms. The
DOCS contains 20-items assessed with Likert-type statements across the following four
categories: contamination, responsibility, unacceptable thoughts, and symmetry (Abramowitz et
al., 2010). Each category has 5-items assessing the severity of time spent on obsessions and
compulsions, avoidance, distress, functional impairment, and control (Abramowitz et al., 2010).
Scores for the total and subscales are reached by summing the responses to individual items, with
higher scores indicating greater symptom severity. The DOCS has good psychometric properties,
including high internal consistency, test-retest reliability, construct validity, and diagnostic and
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treatment change sensitivity (Abramowitz et al., 2010; Melli et al., 2015). The subscales of the
DOCS correlate strongly with the corresponding subscales of the OCI-R (e.g., contamination on
the DOCS and washing on the OCI-R). The DOCS was used to examine preselection and postinduction levels of obsessive-compulsive symptoms. We included the DOCS in addition to the
OCI-R to determine if there were changes in obsessive-compulsive symptoms following the
induction. See Appendix B.
The 21-item Monetary Choice Questionnaire (MCQ-21; adapted from Kirby &
Marakovic, 1996) is a randomized-choice delay discounting task. Participants choose between
small, immediately available monetary rewards ($15-$83) or larger, later amounts ($20-$85)
across 21 trials with differing temporal delays ranging from 10 days from now to 70 days from
now. Choices were converted to k values, a discounting parameter with a hyperbolic function
(Kaplan et al., 2016). Higher k values reflect greater preference for the smaller, immediate
reward or choice impulsivity. Given the large between-subjects differences in delay discounting
that can crowd out manipulation effects, we included the MCQ-21 to establish baseline discount
rates for each participant prior to the study. See Appendix C.
In-session measures
Participants completed the OCI-R at the beginning of the session to determine if
eligibility criteria were still met. Following the induction and delay discounting tasks, a battery
of self-report scales were completed. The DOCS was included in the in-session battery (in
addition to preselection) to provide post-induction levels of obsessive-compulsive symptoms.
Participants completed additional questionnaires during the study session as follows:
The Mindful Attention Awareness Scale – State (MAAS-S; Brown & Ryan, 2003) is a
brief measure of state mindfulness. The MAAS-S is a 5-item 7-point scale with response options
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ranging from not at all to very much. Items are reverse scored and averaged; higher scores reflect
higher state mindfulness. The MAAS-S is a commonly used measure of state mindfulness and
has good psychometric properties, including internal consistency, reliability, and construct
validity (Brown & Cordon, 2009). State mindfulness is commonly used to assess the impact of
mindfulness trainings (Jordan et al., 2014; Lueke & Gibson, 2016). Changes in state mindfulness
on the MAAS-S predict a host of adaptive behaviors, such as more positive affect, better
communication, and improved problem-solving and coping (Barnes et al., 2007; Brown & Ryan,
2003; Ostafin & Kassman, 2012; Weinstein et al., 2009). The MAAS-S was used as a
manipulation check to determine if participants in the mindfulness condition had higher state
mindfulness than those completing the thought wandering control. See Appendix D.
Two items were used to assess affect following the induction procedure (following Mata
et al., 2013). These items ask participants how positive and how negative they are feeling in the
moment on a 7-point Likert-type scale from not very to very. Additional information about the
psychometric properties of these items was not available. This measure of state affect was
included as a manipulation check for the induction to exclude the possibility that delay
discounting task performance was due to a more positive mood. We did not anticipate changes in
affect as a result of the manipulation. See Appendix E.
The Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (FMI; Walach et al., 2006) is a 14-item measure of
trait mindfulness. The 14-item version is a short-form of the original 30-item scale and is
intended for use in more general samples (Buchheld et al., 2001). Response options are on a 4point scale from rarely to almost always. Items are summed for a total score (only item 13 is
reverse-scored) with higher scores reflecting higher trait mindfulness. The FMI has good
reliability, internal consistency, and convergent validity (Baer et al., 2009). The FMI has items
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that address presence and attention to experiences and actions, acceptance, openness to
experience, and insightfulness dimensions of mindfulness (Bergomi et al., 2013). The FMI was
included to characterize the sample and for use in exploratory analyses. See Appendix F.
The Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11 (BIS-11; Patton et al., 1995) is a self-report measure
of behavioral and attitudinal indicators of impulsiveness. The BIS-11 has 30 items, and
responses are rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale from rarely/never to almost always. The BIS11 measures three aspects of impulsivity: attentional/cognitive, motor, and planning. Scores are
obtained by summing items for the total and three subscales (non-impulsive items are reversescored). The BIS-11 and earlier versions of the scale have a history of strong psychometric
properties (Stanford et al., 2009). Impulsivity as measured by the BIS-11 is higher in OCD
patients than in healthy controls (Benatti et al., 2014). In addition, the BIS-11 was associated
with delay discounting and obsessive-compulsive symptoms in previous studies (Grassi et al.,
2015; Sohn et al., 2014). In the current study, the BIS-11 was used to characterize the sample
and in exploratory analyses. See Appendix G.
The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale Short Form (DASS-21; Lovibond & Lovibond,
1995a) measures common symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress as they have occurred
over the past week with 7-items on a Likert-type scale. Symptoms are rated on a 4-point scale
from did not apply to me at all to applied to me very much or most of the time. Ratings are added
together for each subscale with higher scores indicating greater symptom severity. The DASS-21
has demonstrated good psychometric properties in clinical and non-clinical samples, such as high
internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and convergent and discriminative validity (Antony et
al., 1998; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995b; Sinclair et al., 2012). The DASS-21 was used to
characterize the sample and in exploratory analyses. Relatively less is known about how
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depression, anxiety, and stress relate to delay discounting. Including the DASS-21 also adds to
this emerging literature. See Appendix H.
The Consideration of Future Consequences Scale (CFCS; Strathman et al., 1994) is a 12item Likert-type scale that assesses the extent to which people consider proximal versus distal
factors in decision-making on a 5-point scale from extremely uncharacteristic of me to extremely
characteristic of me. The CFCS is scored by adding responses together (items 3-5 and 9-12 are
reverse-scored) with higher numbers indicating greater consideration of future consequences.
The CFCS has good psychometric properties, including high internal consistency, test-retest
reliability, and validity (Hevey et al., 2010; Joireman et al., 2008). Greater consideration of
future consequences is weakly related to decreased delay discounting, reflecting less impulsivity
(Teuscher & Mitchell, 2011). The CFCS was used to characterize the sample and in exploratory
analyses. See Appendix I.
A demographics questionnaire assessed basic demographic information about participants
(age, sex, race, etc.). The demographics questionnaire was used to describe the sample, to
determine if there are preexisting differences between groups, and to examine exploratory
relations among demographic variables and delay discounting. See Appendix J.
Mindfulness and Thought wandering Inductions
The mindfulness induction consisted of a 9 min auditory clip that guided participants
through a mindful breathing exercise (adapted from Kiken & Shook, 2011, also see Arch &
Craske, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1990). This exercise aimed to induce a state of mindfulness by having
participants focus on their breathing in a comfortable sitting position. Acceptance of thoughts
without judgment was encouraged, and a focus on bringing one’s attention to the present breath
and accompanying sensations was emphasized. A brief induction was chosen because short
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mindfulness trainings of 15 min or less have been shown to be sufficient to increase state
mindfulness (Arch & Craske, 2006; Kiken & Shook, 2011). In addition, a 5 min mindful
breathing training reduced delay discounting in unselected undergraduates (Dixon et al., 2019).
See Appendix K.
The thought wandering induction mirrored the task demands of the mindfulness induction
(adapted from Kiken & Shook, 2011). It was a 9 min audio file with instructions provided at the
same intervals as the mindfulness induction. Rather than guiding participants to focus on the
present moment, this induction instructed participants to allow their minds to wander freely. The
thought wandering induction did not include the acceptance aspects found in the mindfulness
exercise. Controls that closely match mindfulness exercises for task demands are commonly used
in the literature and are thought to strengthen the quality of the study design (Schumer et al.,
2018). See Appendix L.
Discounting Tasks
For both delay discounting tasks, k values, the slope of the discount functions, were
calculated for each participant. A k value is a free parameter that describes the extent to which
the value of something degrades with delay to its receipt (Odum, 2011a). We decided to examine
differences in k values because we did not expect to find a normal distribution of discount rates.
The other primary approach to quantifying delay discounting, area under the curve (AUC),
assumes a normal curve and may be less sensitive in detecting variance among steep discounters
(Yoon et al., 2017).
The handwashing delay discounting task (HDDT) was adapted from the procedure
developed by Ong and colleagues (2018) that is intended to measure the tradeoff between
handwashing and receiving money. The original task consisted of an imaginal scenario designed
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to invoke anxiety related to contamination obsessions and titrated choices between receiving
amounts of money (descending $99, $97.50, etc.) and washing hands immediately or receiving
$100 after a delay to handwashing (1 min, 7 min, 30 min, 3 hours, 12 hours). Indifference points
for each delay (the last immediate value chosen) yielded an indifference curve, and area under
the curve was used to estimate discount rates (Ong et al., 2018). In our version, participants were
prompted with the same imaginal scenario and responded to 51 individually presented
randomized choices (modified from Senecal et al., 2013) between washing hands immediately
with a smaller reward (immediate amount ranged from $10 to $34) and delaying washing hands
after so many minutes (time delay ranged from 1 to 180 minutes) with a larger reward (later
amount ranged $25 to $35). A k value was derived at each of the 51 items and an overall k value
computed. Modifying the task to a randomized-choice format was intended to mitigate the
disadvantages associated with using titration procedures for delay discounting tasks (e.g., order
and framing effects) and so that the HDDT would echo the format used in the monetary delay
discounting tasks. The HDDT was used as the obsessive-compulsive relevant delay discounting
measure. See Appendix M.
The 27-item Monetary Choice Questionnaire (MCQ-27; Kirby et al., 1999) is a
randomized-choice monetary delay discounting task. Choices are made between smaller,
immediate monetary rewards ($11-$80) and larger rewards ($25-$80) available later. Trials are
presented individually with temporal delays ranging from 7 days to 179 days from now. For each
participant, a k value was calculated using the choices made during the task. Higher k values
indicate greater preference for the smaller, sooner reward. The MCQ-27 was included as the
primary monetary delay discounting outcome. We examined the effect of condition as a repeated
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measure with k values derived at preselection and post-induction from the MCQ-21 and MCQ27. See Appendix N.
Procedure
Participants were recruited from the university’s participant pool and from the WVU
community. Potential study participants completed the preselection questionnaires (OCI-R,
DOCS, demographics) and MCQ-21. Adults who scored a 15 or higher on the OCI-R were
invited to participate in the in-person study. The study session took place in a private, quiet room
with a research assistant present to facilitate participant engagement. The research assistant sat
across the room and did not closely observe participant responses. Following informed consent,
obsessive-compulsive symptomology was confirmed with a baseline assessment on the OCI-R.
Participants were randomly assigned to take part in the mindfulness or thought wandering
condition. Participants listened to the induction using noise canceling headphones provided by
the experimenter. Following the induction, participants completed a brief state mindfulness and
affect check. Participants then did the obsessive-compulsive and monetary oriented delay
discounting tasks, the HDDT and MCQ-27. These two tasks were counterbalanced (i.e., half of
the participants in each group took the HDDT first and the other half started with the MCQ-27).
Then, participants completed a battery of questionnaires (DOCS, BIS-11, DASS-21, FMI,
CFCS) in randomized order, although, demographics were done last. The in-person study session
took approximately 45-60 minutes, and participants were compensated with $10 or extra credit.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
The data were plotted and descriptive statistics were examined for each variable in order
to identify any potential problems, such as missingness, non-normal distributions, and outliers.
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There was minimal missingness, ranging from 0% - 1.2%, and no data was missing for the
dependent variables. Given the low rate of missingness, we excluded cases pairwise. All
measures approximated normality and data met statistical assumptions, except for the monetary
delay discounting tasks. The MCQ-21 (skew = 1.99, kurtosis = 4.01) and MCQ-27 (skew = 2.46,
kurtosis = 6.90) were right-skewed and leptokurtic. Both measures were log-transformed.
Following transformation, the distribution of the MCQ-21 (skew = -.33, kurtosis = -.69) and
MCQ-27 (skew = -.54, kurtosis = -.12) were normal.
A series of t-tests were conducted to verify that the experimental mindfulness and control
thought wandering conditions did not differ in terms of baseline OCD symptoms, monetary delay
discounting rate, and basic demographic variables (i.e., age). Chi square tests were conducted to
determine differences in the other demographic characteristics of the sample (i.e., gender,
ethnicity, and race). Based on the principles underlying random assignment, no group differences
were expected. The conditions did not differ in terms of baseline OCD symptoms, as measured
by the OCI-R (p = .765) and DOCS (p = .594), or in preselection monetary delay discounting
rate, as measured by the MCQ-21 (p = .175). Conditions did not differ by age (p = .595).
Additionally, conditions did not differ in terms of ethnicity, race, gender, income, education, or
relationship status (all p ≥ .100). See Table 1 for descriptive statistics of baseline measures by
condition.
Induction Effectiveness
The effectiveness of the induction was evaluated by comparing state mindfulness and
affect between the mindfulness and control conditions with t-tests. There were no differences
between the conditions in state mindfulness (p = .757) or state negative affect (p = .886). The
conditions differed in state positive affect, (t(82) = 2.02, p = .047, d = .44). Participants in the
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mindfulness condition had more positive affect following the induction (M = 4.90, SD = 1.20)
than those in the thought wandering control (M = 4.32, SD = 1.34).
Delay Discounting Differences
We assessed for differences in obsessive-compulsive and monetary delay discounting on
the HDDT and MCQ-27 using a multivariate analysis of variances (MANOVA) test. Significant
effects were explored with follow up analysis of variances (ANOVA) tests. In the MANOVA,
the between-subjects factors were condition (mindfulness or thought wandering) and order
(HDDT or MCQ-27 presented first). Pre-selection monetary discounting rate was included in the
analysis as a covariate.4 There was no main effect for condition (p = .453). There was not a
significant interaction between condition and order (p = .298). There was a statistically
significant difference in discounting based on order, F(2, 78) = 3.74, p = .028; Wilk's Λ = 0.913,
ŋp2 = .087. Follow up ANOVAs indicated an effect on the HDDT, (F(1, 83) = 6.08, p = .016, ŋp2
= .071), but no effect for the MCQ-27, (F(1, 83) = 2.75, p = .101, ŋp2 = .034). Participants who
completed the HDDT first exhibited a higher discount rate and made more impulsive choices on
the HDDT (M = .120, SD = .013) than those who took the MCQ-27 first (M = .073, SD = .014).
See Figure 1 for order effect on the HDDT.
Exploratory Analyses
Washing
We examined differences in delay discounting between individuals with high (≥ 5, n =
25) vs. low (≤ 4, n = 59) Washing subscale scores on the OCI-R (using procedure in Ong et al.,
2018). We used a MANOVA with three between-subjects factors: condition (mindfulness or

4

Results were examined with the inclusion of preselection obsessive-compulsive symptoms as a covariate. Main
results were then reexamined with state positive affect included as a covariate. There were no significant differences
in findings, so we reported results without these covariates for simplicity.
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thought wandering), order (HDDT or MCQ-27 presented first), and Washing (high or low). Preselection monetary discounting rate was included in the analysis as a covariate.5 Significant
effects were explored with follow-up ANOVAs. There was no main effect for condition (p =
.498). There was a main effect for order (F(2, 74) = 5.20, p = .008; Wilk's Λ = 0.877, ŋp2 = .123),
following the same pattern as in the main analysis. Follow-up ANOVAs indicated an order effect
on the HDDT, (F(1, 75) = 10.54, p = .002, ŋp2 = .123), but not the MCQ-27 (p = .274).
Participants who completed the HDDT first had higher discounting/were more impulsive on the
HDDT (M = .138, SD = .013) than those who did the MCQ-27 first (M = .076, SD = .014).
There was a main effect for Washing, F(2, 74) = 10.22, p < .001; Wilk's Λ = 0.784, ŋp2 =
.216. Participants with high Washing had higher discounting/were more impulsive on the HDDT,
F(1, 75) = 12.36, p = .001, ŋp2 = .141 (M = .140, SD = .016), than those with low Washing (M =
.073, SD = .010). There was no effect of Washing on the MCQ-27 (p = .146). There were no
significant interaction effects for order and condition, order and Washing, and condition and
Washing (all p ≥ .057). There was not a significant interaction among order, condition, and
Washing (p = .131).
Correlations
To explore associations among outcome measures and clinical variables of interest,
Pearson’s bivariate correlations were conducted. Specifically, we examined the relations among
monetary and handwashing delay discounting (MCQ-27 and HDDT), obsessive compulsive
symptoms (DOCS), trait mindfulness (FMI), time perspective (CFCS), self-reported impulsivity
(BIS-11), and state anxiety, depression, and stress (DASS-21). See Table 2 for correlations
among all measures.

5

Results were reexamined with inclusion of preselection obsessive-compulsive symptoms and state affect as
covariates. There were no differences in findings, so the results are reported without these covariates.
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Monetary and obsessive-compulsive discounting had a small, positive association (r =
.25, p = .025). The Contamination subscale of the DOCS was related to the HDDT (r = .32, p =
.003) as was the Washing subscale of the OCI-R (r = .42, p ≤ .001). Monetary and obsessivecompulsive delay discounting were not related to any of the other variables of interest (all p >
.050). Obsessive-compulsive symptoms had small to moderate, positive associations with
depression, anxiety, stress, and impulsivity. Depression, anxiety, and stress were moderately,
positively correlated with one another. Trait mindfulness had small, negative relations with
depression, anxiety, and stress. Greater future time perspective was weakly associated with
anxiety and impulsivity. There was no relation between either delay discounting task and income
or age (all p > .05).
Discussion
The purpose of Study 1 was to examine the efficacy of a brief mindfulness induction in
reducing delay discounting on monetary and handwashing delay discounting tasks. Study 1 took
place in a single, in-person study session. We expected that the mindfulness condition would
increase state mindfulness and have no impact on state affect. Our check of our manipulation
revealed no differences in state mindfulness between conditions. It is possible that our induction
was too brief to induce state mindfulness. The symptomatic nature of our sample may have made
it more challenging to alter state mindfulness with a short induction. Individuals with high levels
of OCD symptoms have lower levels of trait mindfulness (Crowe & McKay, 2016). Future
research should consider piloting longer mindfulness inductions to determine the appropriate
length necessary to reliably increase state mindfulness in this population.
Somewhat surprisingly, we found that the mindfulness condition had higher state positive
affect than the thought wandering control. Relatively brief mindfulness trainings have been
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found to reduce negative mood (Johnson et al., 2015; Zeidan et al., 2010). Short experimental
mindfulness inductions lessen negative thoughts and are inconsistently linked with improved
regulation of negative affect (Kiken & Shook, 2014; Leyland et al., 2019). Additionally, we did
not assess state mindfulness or affect prior to the induction. It is possible that there were
preexisting differences between groups in their state experiences just prior to the induction.
It was hypothesized that participants in the mindfulness condition would have lower
discount rates on the HDDT and MCQ-27 compared to the thought wandering control.
Additionally, we expected reduced monetary discounting from pre-selection to post-induction for
the mindfulness condition. We did not anticipate differences based on delay discounting task
presentation order. The main hypotheses were not supported. There were no differences in
discounting based on condition and no interaction between condition and order.
Unexpectedly, we found an effect for order such that those who completed the HDDT
first had higher discount rates on this task. It seems likely that the vivid, threat-relevant HDDT
instructions provoked state anxiety in this sample. Future studies incorporating the HDDT or
similar threat-relevant stimuli should consider assessing state anxiety to examine potential
impacts of the task. The extant literature suggests that there is increased delay discounting of
threat-related rewards in anxious individuals (Miloyan et al., 2016; Rounds et al., 2007; Worthy
et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2015). It seems likely that this effect did not carry over
to the MCQ-27 because this task was not threat-relevant like the HDDT for individuals with
obsessive-compulsive symptoms.
The relevance of the outcomes used in delay discounting tasks to symptomology is
supported in part by our exploratory analyses comparing participants with high and low Washing
OCI-R scores. The order effect was more pronounced, and there was a main effect for Washing
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that indicated more impulsive choices on the HDDT for participants with high Washing. This is
similar to previous work that found a nonsignificant trend for a positive relation between
washing compulsions and preference for more immediate handwashing rewards (Ong et al.,
2018). Exploratory correlations revealed only a weak relation between the HDDT and MCQ-27.
In addition, there were positive relations between handwashing delay discounting and washing
and contamination specific OCD symptoms. The findings from Study 1 support differential delay
discounting that is specific to the reward and context rather than an overall pattern of impulsive
responding in individuals with obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Other studies utilizing
undiagnosed and/or unselected undergraduate samples have also found correlations between
delay discounting and specific obsessive-compulsive symptoms with handwashing and monetary
tasks (Ong et al., 2018; Weatherly, 2012). Samples comparing monetary delay discounting
between diagnosed individuals and healthy controls found increased impulsivity in those with
OCD (Mavrogiorgou et al., 2018; Sohn et al., 2014) or no differences between subjects (Pinto et
al., 2014; Steinglass et al. 2017). These inconsistencies may be partially explained by the lack of
threat-relevance of monetary rewards to OCD symptoms.
In the current study, there were no other significant associations with either delay
discounting task. The lack of significant correlations with delay discounting may be due to the
relatively low variability in discount rate and symptomology in this sample. Other study
measures were generally related to one another in ways that would be expected.
Given our small effect sizes and lower than intended sample size from the halt to inperson data collection due to the pandemic, it is likely that this sample was under-powered. It is
possible that the mindfulness condition may have induced higher state mindfulness and reduced
delay discounting with sufficient power. However, this seems unlikely given the brevity of the
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mindfulness intervention. Overall, the findings from Study 1 implicate threat-relevant stimuli in
impulsive choices and suggest that symptom-specific delay discounting paradigms may be the
most useful in understanding intertemporal choice behavior among individuals with obsessivecompulsive symptoms.
Study 2
The aim of this study was to examine the efficacy of the brief mindfulness induction in
reducing delay discounting in an OCD analogue sample collected online in a setting of the
participant’s choice. We anticipated that any effects found in Study 1 would replicate in this
sample.
Method
Participants
Participants were 79 adults aged 18 to 44 (M = 22.89, SD = 5.55) recruited online from
the West Virginia University psychology department selection pool and the WVU community.6
A majority of participants (n = 59), 74.7%, reported being female. Ethnicity was predominately
non-Latinx (n = 74), 93.7%. Participant race was reported as follows: 82.3% White (n = 65),
5.1% Black (n = 4), 6.3% Asian (n = 5), 1.3% Middle Eastern/North African (n = 1), 1.3%
Asian, Pacific Islander/Native Hawaiian, White (n = 1), 1.3% Native American/American
Indian/Alaska Native/Indigenous White (n = 1), and 2.5% Multiracial (n = 2). Median participant
income was between $40,000 to $49,999, and median level of education was some college. Most
participants (n = 36), 45.6%, identified as being single.
Measures
The same set of measures included in Study 1 were used in Study 2.

6

Four potential participants were excluded from data analysis in this sample for having OCI-R scores less than 9 at
the start of the study session.
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Procedure
The same procedure used in Study 1 was generally used in Study 2. The primary
difference was that the study session took place entirely online and there was no ongoing
interaction with an experimenter during the study. Compliance with study procedures was less
controlled in this sample. It is unclear to what degree participants were engaged with the
induction and other study task demands. The online study session generally took 30-45 minutes.
Exact time was not recorded. Participants were compensated with $10 or extra credit.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
The data were plotted and examined to ensure statistical assumptions were met and to
address any problems (e.g., missingness, outliers). Missingness was low and ranged from 0% 1.3%. No data was missing for the delay discounting tasks. Missing cases were excluded
pairwise. As in Study 1, all measures approximated normality and data met statistical
assumptions with the exception of the monetary delay discounting tasks. Similarly, the MCQ-21
(skew = 1.91, kurtosis = 3.13) and MCQ-27 (skew = 3.15, kurtosis = 11.09) were right-skewed
and leptokurtic in this sample. Both measures were log-transformed, resulting in normal
distributions for the MCQ-21 (skew = -.33, kurtosis = -.69) and MCQ-27 (skew = -.54, kurtosis
= -.12). See Table 3 for descriptive statistics by condition on study measures.
As in Study 1, t-tests were used to determine whether there were differences between the
mindfulness and control thought wandering conditions in terms of baseline OCD symptoms,
monetary delay discounting rate, and age. Chi square tests were used to verify that there were not
differences in the other demographic characteristics of the sample. Based on the principles
underlying random assignment, no group differences were expected. Conditions did not differ in
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baseline OCD symptoms on the OCI-R (p = .894) or DOCS (p = .200). Additionally, there were
no differences in baseline monetary delay discounting rate on the MCQ-21 (p = .123) or in
participant age (p = .386). Conditions did not differ by ethnicity, race, gender, income,
education, or relationship status (all p ≥ .152).
Induction Effectiveness
As in Study 1, the effectiveness of the induction was evaluated with t-tests comparing
state mindfulness and affect between the conditions. For state mindfulness and state positive and
negative affect, there were no differences between the mindfulness condition and thought
wandering control (all p ≥ .090).
Delay Discounting Differences
We assessed for differences in discounting using a MANOVA test with two betweensubjects factors: condition (mindfulness or thought wandering) and order (HDDT or MCQ-27
presented first). Pre-selection monetary discounting rate was included in the analysis as a
covariate.7 There was no main effect for condition (p = .851) or order (p = .055), and there was
not a significant interaction between condition and order (p = .847).
Exploratory Analyses
Washing
As in Study 1, we examined differences in delay discounting between individuals with
high (≥ 5, n = 40) and low (≤ 4, n = 38) Washing subscale scores on the OCI-R. We used a
MANOVA with the same three between-subjects factors, condition, order, and Washing. Preinduction monetary delay discounting was controlled for as a covariate in the model.8 There was

7

Results were also examined with preselection obsessive-compulsive symptoms included in the model as a
covariate. There were no differences in the results, so we reported the findings without this covariate.
8
As in Study 1, there were no changes in results when preselection obsessive-compulsive symptoms were included
as a covariate and findings were reported without including this covariate.
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no effect for condition (p = .942) or order (p = .070). There was no effect for Washing (p = .326).
There were no significant interaction effects among order, condition, and Washing for this
sample (all p < .05).
Correlations
Pearson’s bivariate correlations were conducted to examine the relations among monetary
and handwashing delay discounting (MCQ-27 and HDDT), obsessive compulsive symptoms
(DOCS), trait mindfulness (FMI), time perspective (CFCS), self-reported impulsivity (BIS-11),
and state anxiety, depression, and stress (DASS-21). See Table 4 for correlations among all
measures in this sample.
Monetary and obsessive-compulsive delay discounting were not related (r = .12, p =
.275). Monetary delay discounting was not related to any of the other variables of interest (all p <
.05). Obsessive-compulsive delay discounting was weakly associated with overall obsessivecompulsive symptoms on the DOCS (r = .23, p = .043) and OCI-R (r = .22, p = .047). In
addition, the Contamination subscale of the DOCS was correlated with the HDDT (r = .32, p =
.004). However, the Washing subscale of the OCI-R was not related to the HDDT (r = .17, p =
.113). Obsessive-compulsive symptoms were moderately, positively related to depression,
anxiety, and stress. Depression, anxiety, and stress were moderately, positively correlated with
one another. Trait mindfulness had small, negative relations with obsessive-compulsive
symptoms, depression, anxiety, and stress. Greater future time perspective was moderately,
negatively associated with impulsivity. In addition, impulsivity had small, negative correlations
with depression, anxiety, and stress. Finally, there were no significant correlations between either
delay discounting outcome and income or age (all p > .05).
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Differences between samples
T-tests were used to examine differences between the in-person (Study 1) and online
(Study 2) samples in means on study variables. Chi square tests were used to determine whether
there were differences in demographic characteristics between the samples. The in-person
sample had lower preselection obsessive-compulsive symptoms on the DOCS (t(161) = -3.02, p
= .003, d = -.49), state negative affect (t(161) = -2.23, p = .027, d = -.35), session OCI-R (t(161)
= -2.62, p = .010, d = -.41), trait mindfulness (t(161) = -2.86, p = .005, d = -.45), and
consideration of future consequences (t(161) = -6.77, p < .001, d = -1.06). Additionally, the inperson sample had higher self-reported impulsivity (t(161) = 4.77, p < .001, d = .76). The online
sample had higher Contamination and Washing subscale symptoms, on the DOCS and OCI-R
respectively, at preselection and during the study session (all p < .05, d = .33-.73). The online
sample was older on average, t(161) = 2.76, p = .006, d = .43, but there were no demographic
differences in ethnicity, race, gender, income, education, or relationship status based on chi
square tests (all p > .05). There were no differences in delay discounting between samples.
Discussion
The aim of Study 2 was to examine the efficacy of a brief mindfulness induction in
reducing delay discounting on monetary and handwashing tasks in an online sample. Our
hypotheses were the same as those in Study 1 with the additional expectation that we would
replicate any effects found in the first sample.9 Similar to Study 1, we did not find support for the
mindfulness manipulation. Additionally, we did not replicate the effect for higher positive state
affect in the mindfulness condition in this sample. Given the ineffectiveness of the mindfulness
manipulation, it is unsurprising that our main analyses here produced null findings as they did in

9

Study 1 data was not analyzed prior to data collection for Study 2.
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Study 1. There were no differences in delay discounting on either task between the mindfulness
and thought wandering conditions.
We did not find an order effect for the HDDT in this sample. This may be explained by
changes in participant responses to the HDDT related to COVID-19 pandemic. The online
sample exhibited less variability in handwashing delay discounting, with a greater concentration
of responses at the extreme of always picking the immediate reinforcer of handwashing
immediately and a lower amount of money. This is likely due to increased public consideration
for and implementation of handwashing related to the pandemic (Hutchins et al., 2020).
We found a similar pattern of findings in the exploratory analyses with high and low
Washing participants. There was no effect for condition or order and no interaction effects.
Exploratory correlations did not reflect a relation between the two delay discounting tasks. This
is in contrast to most delay discounting literature which generally shows a pattern of the same
type of responding across contexts (e.g., more impulsivity on one task is usually indicative of
that pattern with another reward; Odum et al., 2020). There was a weak relation between
handwashing delay discounting and overall obsessive-compulsive symptoms. We found a
moderate association between handwashing delay discounting and contamination specific OCD
symptoms. These correlations between specific symptoms and discounting of related rewards is
in line with our results in Study 1 and previous work examining delay discounting and OCD
symptoms in undiagnosed individuals (Ong et al., 2018; Weatherly, 2012). There were no other
significant correlations with either delay discounting measure; however, the remaining study
measures were correlated in a manner consistent with convergent validity.
Our sample was likely under-powered to detect significant effects for the main
hypotheses. Nonetheless, other factors such as the format and length of the induction may have
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played a larger role in the null results. Additionally, attention checks were not used and level of
participant engagement was indeterminable. The relative importance of the order of task
presentation to handwashing discount rate was not supported in this sample. Differences between
the samples in Study 1 and 2 likely played a role in the impact of order on the delay discounting
tasks. For example, the lack of an order effect on the HDDT in Study 2 may be due to this
sample’s relatively higher and less variable level of obsessive-compulsive symptoms. In
addition, the overall frequency of handwashing behavior has increased due to the pandemic, and
this history effect likely impacts people’s hypothetical choices about handwashing in a situation
that is now universally threat-relevant.
General Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to examine the efficacy of a brief mindfulness
induction in producing lower delay discounting rates compared to a thought wandering control in
participants with high levels of obsessive-compulsive symptoms. This aim was examined in two
study samples due to the ongoing global pandemic. Study 1 data was collected in person, while
Study 2 was completed online. Delay discounting was measured with an obsessive-compulsive
symptom relevant task, the HDDT, and with a more traditional, monetary task, the MCQ-27.
These two tasks were counterbalanced in presentation. Strengths include the use of an analogue
sample rather than unselected undergraduate students10 and the inclusion of both OCD specific
and monetary delay discounting tasks.
Our hypotheses did not differ for the two samples. We hypothesized that the mindfulness
condition would have higher state mindfulness and no differences in affect immediately

10

Analogue samples are considered relevant for understanding OCD given the dimensional nature of obsessivecompulsive symptoms and our approach of using the clinically derived cutoff on an accepted measure of OCD, as
described in the methods, are more generalizable to clinical samples than comparisons between high and low scorers
(Abramowitz et al., 2014).
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following the induction. There were no differences in state mindfulness between conditions in
either sample, reflecting that the manipulation was ineffective. One explanation for this null
finding is insufficient power to detect a significant effect. Our sample size in Study 1 was limited
by changes to data collection and the pandemic response. We did not have sufficient power to
detect a medium effect based on our preliminary power analysis (Faul et al., 2007). We collected
approximately the same number of participants in Study 2 and were similarly limited in power.
We chose not to combine the two samples in our data analysis given the differences in data
collection procedures.11 Another explanation for the null finding for the main manipulation is
that our mindfulness induction may have been too short in duration to induce state mindfulness
in our sample. While there is evidence that short mindfulness trainings can produce concomitant
changes in state mindfulness (Kiken & Shook, 2011), it is not clear if such brief interventions are
effective in individuals with obsessive-compulsive symptomology.
We anticipated that the mindfulness condition would have reduced delay discounting
across time (i.e., from preselection to post-induction). There was no within-subjects interaction
effect for time and condition on delay discounting in either sample. We expected that the
mindfulness condition would result in lower delay discounting/less impulsivity than the thought
wandering control condition. There was not a main effect for condition on delay discounting in
either sample. Our main hypotheses were not supported. The null findings can be explained by
the lack of induced state mindfulness in the mindfulness condition. If state mindfulness had been
induced successfully, we may have found differences in delay discounting between conditions.
The limited research examining mindfulness based strategies to reducing delay discounting has

11

There was no effect of the manipulation on state mindfulness when analyses were ran with both samples
combined. There was no main effect for condition or interaction between condition and order on delay discounting
when the main analyses were conducted with all participants.
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shown promising effects (Scholten et al. 2019). It is unclear to what extent a state change in
mindfulness might alter delay discounting in the moment. While delay discounting has typically
been seen as a stable, trait-like characteristic, it can be highly state-dependent. Various
manipulations have been used to experimentally reduce delay discounting in the moment (Rung
& Madden, 2018). Furthermore, the degree of discounting is at least partially differentiated by
reward type supporting a state conceptualization of delay discounting. Nonmonetary rewards in
particular are more steeply discounted (Odum et al., 2020).
No order effects were anticipated. Somewhat surprisingly, we found a main effect for
order on obsessive-compulsive delay discounting in the first sample. Participants who completed
the HDDT first had increased discounting on that task. This effect was not replicated in Study 2.
One possible explanation for the order effect is that the HDDT increased participants’ anxiety.
Higher anxiety is linked to impulsivity on delay discounting tasks (Rounds et al., 2007; Worthy
et al., 2014). In support of this rationale, our exploratory analysis comparing high and low
Washing scorers found this order effect with a stronger effect in the first sample. The order effect
may have been present in Study 1 and not Study 2 because of the more ambiguous nature of the
HDDT pre-pandemic. Willingness to delay washing one’s hands after the imaginal scenario
presented in the HDDT would likely be universally lower across people given the public threat
posed by COVID-19. In pandemic times, a mucous substance on one’s hand in a public restroom
is more threat-relevant to everyone, not just individuals with contamination fears and washing
compulsions.
In addition, we anticipated that those with high Washing symptoms would have increased
impulsivity on the HDDT. There was a significant, strong effect for Washing in Study 1 on the
HDDT but not the MCQ-27, suggesting that the type of reward used in a delay discounting task
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impacts the level of delay discounting. There was no effect for Washing in Study 2. The salience
of frequent handwashing and illness prevention fundamentally differed between the two samples
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Handwashing has been identified as a key preventive
method for reducing transmission of viral illnesses, including COVID-19 (Haque, 2020). Since
mid-March 2020, many Americans, especially those at greater risk, have increased handwashing
behavior as one protective measure against contracting and spreading this virus (de Bruin &
Bennett, 2020; Islam et al., 2021). Given these historical changes, it is unsurprising that the
Washing effect we found in Study 1 did not extend to the online sample.12
We explored relations among the delay discounting tasks, self-report on clinically
relevant variables, and demographics. We anticipated moderate to strong associations between
the tasks as individuals typically exhibit similar discount rates across reward types (Odum et al.,
2020). Surprisingly, our delay discounting tasks were only weakly correlated in Study 1 and had
no association in Study 2. This suggests that in these samples, the way a participant responded on
one task was not necessarily associated with their response style on other task. Discount rate may
be unrelated between these tasks because the reward type differs. The lack of a correlation
between the HDDT and MCQ-27 points toward specificity of reward type being a significant
determinant of delay discounting in individuals with high obsessive-compulsive symptoms.
Correlational analyses revealed a general lack of significant associations between delay
discounting and variables of interest. There was support for an association between obsessivecompulsive delay discounting and related symptoms in both studies. This is line with the only
other study to include a delay discounting task with relevance to obsessive-compulsive

12

Other clinical or demographic variables may have contributed to additional differences in delay discounting. We
did not conduct exploratory analyses between community members and student participants because nearly all
participants in both samples were students. These factors should be examined in future studies.
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contamination symptoms (Ong et al., 2018). Overall, our exploratory correlations did not
support a significant relation between delay discounting and the other clinical variables.
While there is tentative support for increased delay discounting in individuals with OCD,
the mechanism for this relation is not understood (Grassi et al., 2015). Theoretically, obsessivecompulsive symptoms may lead to increased delay discounting of threat-relevant rewards.
Individuals with OCD choose the short-term anxiety relief at the expense of the long-term
maintenance of their disorder. This framework is supported by the effectiveness of treatments
targeting prevention of compulsions and developing corrective information about obsessional
fears (Arch & Abramowitz, 2015). The presumed causal nature of the relation between OCD and
delay discounting suggests that the obsessions lead to compulsions which are done for short-term
anxiety reductions. Future work should test the directionality of the relation between threatrelevant delay discounting (e.g., with the HDDT) and OCD.
Limitations
There are several key limitations to the current study. First, the study was under powered
to detect small or medium-sized effects. A priori power analyses were conducted, and we aimed
to collect enough participants to detect medium effects with a healthy buffer to allow for
unusable data. The combination of small sample sizes due to the restrictions in data collection
and the probability of a true small effect size may have contributed to null findings across our
main hypotheses. Given our insufficient power, it cannot be determined if the mindfulness
training would have otherwise produced comparatively higher state mindfulness compared to the
control. Our subsequent hypotheses on delay discounting differences were predicated on the
training condition inducing state mindfulness. Future research on experimental reductions of
delay discounting in OCD analogues should consider utilizing larger sample sizes if possible.
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Second, the mindfulness training may have been too brief to produce an effect of state
mindfulness even in a large sample of individuals with high levels of obsessive-compulsive
symptoms. Much of the research examining brief mindfulness interventions have used unselected
undergraduate participants (Brown & Cordon, 2009). The optimal length of mindfulness training
to produce state mindfulness in an OCD analogue is not known. Relatedly, whether mindfulness
is the best clinical intervention for reducing delay discounting is unclear as manipulations
utilizing episodic future thinking have more consistently shown effects (Scholten et al., 2019).
Episodic future thinking was not selected as the manipulation in this study because individuals
with OCD symptoms have pathological doubt and uncertainty (Aardema et al., 2009; Olson et
al., 2015). It is possible that episodic future thinking or another intervention type may have
reduced delay discounting in our study. Future research should address dosage-related questions
of how much clinical intervention is necessary to alter delay discounting, how long is delay
discounting impacted, and do changes in discounting lead to commensurate changes in clinical
symptoms.
Third, restricting our sample to individuals with high levels of OCD symptoms may have
unnecessarily constrained variability across measures. All of our participants had high levels of
obsessive-compulsive symptoms. It is possible we may have detected an effect for our
manipulation if we had included an unselected sample of healthy and highly symptomatic
participants. Similarly, we did not select participants with high handwashing specific OCD
symptoms. The HDDT would not have been a threat-relevant task for participants with low
levels of contamination obsessions and compulsions. Additionally, the HDDT would have been
perceived differently by participants in Study 2 due to concerns about COVID-19 risk and
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protective measures being taken by the public. The level of threat posed by the HDDT
instructions was likely high across participants in the second sample for this reason.
Fourth, the HDDT is not a validated measure of delay discounting. As this research area
is in its infancy, there are no validated measures of delay discounting specific to handwashing or
OCD symptoms. The extent to which the HDDT represents contextual factors of OCD
symptomology is questionable given the task’s novelty and heterogeneity of this disorder. We
modified the HDDT from Ong and colleagues work (2018) to have a similar structure to the
MCQ-27. The anxiety-provoking nature of the HDDT was maintained. It is possible we would
have found different effects if we had examined delay discounting at the limited time points used
by Ong and colleagues (2018) rather than deriving k values. This may be particularly true for our
online sample given the brevity of the time points they examined. Some of the delays to
handwashing in our modification (e.g., 180 minutes) may have seemed extraordinary during the
pandemic. Nevertheless, our study provides additional support for this task’s relevance to
individuals with obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Future studies should examine delay
discounting of other threat-relevant rewards for different manifestations of OCD, such as
responsibility for harm, scrupulosity, postpartum, unacceptable thoughts and symmetry.
Conclusions
This research aimed to provide support for mindfulness as a means of reducing delay
discounting in individuals with obsessive-compulsive symptomology. It was anticipated that a
brief mindfulness training would result in increased state mindfulness with a concomitant
decrease in delay discounting compared to a thought wandering control condition. Our
hypotheses were not supported as the mindfulness condition did not induce state mindfulness.
There was no evidence that our manipulation had an impact on delay discounting. Nevertheless,
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we unexpectedly found that the order of delay discounting task presentation influenced discount
rate. The task relevant to obsessive-compulsive symptoms, the HDDT, appeared to result in
increased discounting in Study 1, perhaps due to an increase in state anxiety. Exploratory
analysis among participants with high handwashing symptoms in Study 1 provided additional
support for this order effect. Correlational analysis generally did not support a relation between
delay discounting and other variables of interest in either sample. Overall, our results suggest
that the type of reward used in delay discounting tasks may be especially relevant to
understanding intertemporal choice behavior in individuals with obsessive-compulsive
symptoms.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics for all Study 1 measures by condition
Mindfulness Condition (n = 40)

Control Condition (n = 44)

Measure

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

OCI-R

24.83

10.55

11-47

26.00

11.57

9-52

MAAS-S

17.58

7.40

3-29

17.07

7.53

1-29

AQ1

4.90

1.30

2-7

4.32

1.34

1-7

AQ2

2.70

1.82

1-7

2.75

1.56

1-7

MCQ-27

.03

.03

.0002-.1178

.02

.03

.0002-.1843

HDDT

.11

.10

.0025-.2525

.09

.08

.0045-.2525

DOCS

24.68

13.07

1-52

22.98

11.34

3-52

FMI

31.68

7.61

19-50

33.23

4.46

23-44

DASS-D

7.68

5.23

0-19

5.95

4.53

0-16

DASS-A

7.00

4.76

0-17

5.57

4.41

0-16

DASS-S

10.20

4.86

0-20

8.34

3.95

2-16

CFCS

36.57

4.00

28-45

36.70

4.58

29-50

BIS-11

71.46

7.31

60-89

69.05

7.17

55-85

Note: OCI-R = Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised, MAAS-S = Mindful Attention
Awareness Scale-State, AQ1 = Affect Question-Positive, AQ2 = Affect Question-Negative,
MCQ-27 = Monetary Choice Questionnaire-27, HDDT = Handwashing Delay Discounting Task,
DOCS – Dimensional Obsessive-Compulsive Scale, FMI = Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory,
DASS-D = Depression subscale of DASS-21, DASS-A = Anxiety subscale of the DASS-21,
DASS-S = Stress subscale of the DASS-21, CFCS = Consideration of Future Consequences
Scale, BIS-11 = Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11
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Table 2
Pearson’s correlation coefficients among delay discounting tasks and Study 1 measures.
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1. MCQ-21
2. MCQ-27

.66***

3. HDDT

.11

.25*

4. OCI-R

.09

.06

.17

5. OCI-R-W

-.04

-.03

.42***

.64***

6. DOCS
7. DOCS-C
8. FMI
9. DASS-D

.08
.02
.16
.01

.16
.12
-.01
.03

.17
.32**
-.13
-.14

.72***
.63***
-.11
.29**

.36**
.71***
.10
.01

.72***
-.19
.25*

.02
-.10

-.37***

10. DASS-A

.08

.12

.10

.51***

.26*

.50***

.33**

-.29**

11. DASS-S

-.12

-.01

-.06

.50***

.21

.43***

.21

-.42*** .61***

.72***

12. CFCS

.11

.15

-.04

.12

.09

.15

.04

-.01

.18

.26*

.21

13. BIS-11

.06

.03

-.06

.43***

.24*

.36**

.26*

-.04

.31**

.32**

.39***

.51***

.24*

Note: MCQ-21 = Monetary Choice Questionnaire-21, MCQ-27 = Monetary Choice Questionnaire-27, HDDT = Handwashing Delay
Discounting Task, OCI-R = Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised, OCI-R-W = Washing subscale of OCI-R, DOCS =
Dimensional Obsessive-Compulsive Scale, DOCS-C = Contamination subscale of DOCS, FMI = Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory,
DASS-D = Depression subscale of DASS-21, DASS-A = Anxiety subscale of the DASS-21, DASS-S = Stress subscale of the DASS21, CFCS = Consideration of Future Consequences Scale, BIS-11 = Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics for all Study 2 measures by condition
Mindfulness Condition (n = 39)

Control Condition (n = 40)

Measure

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

OCI-R

28.05

10.10

10-52

32.75

15.54

9-58

MAAS-S

15.90

5.23

5-26

16.38

6.23

2-30

AQ1

4.85

1.16

3-7

4.42

1.34

2-7

AQ2

2.97

1.39

1-6

3.55

1.58

1-6

MCQ-27

.02

.03

.0002-.1588

.02

.03

.0002-.1588

HDDT

.11

.09

.0029-.2525

.12

.10

.0035-.2525

DOCS

26.50

11.85

7-56

27.74

15.78

3-52

FMI

35.24

5.26

26-49

35.30

7.00

23-44

DASS-D

6.92

5.14

0-20

7.72

5.77

0-16

DASS-A

7.36

5.67

0-21

7.05

5.03

0-16

DASS-S

9.64

4.46

3-20

8.57

4.71

2-16

CFCS

43.21

7.45

30-56

42.88

7.55

29-50

BIS-11

63.21

11.06

45-91

62.85

10.24

40-89

Note: OCI-R = Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised, MAAS-S = Mindful Attention
Awareness Scale-State, AQ1 = Affect Question-Positive, AQ2 = Affect Question-Negative,
MCQ-27 = Monetary Choice Questionnaire-27, HDDT = Handwashing Delay Discounting Task,
DOCS – Dimensional Obsessive-Compulsive Scale, FMI = Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory,
DASS-D = Depression subscale of DASS-21, DASS-A = Anxiety subscale of the DASS-21,
DASS-S = Stress subscale of the DASS-21, CFCS = Consideration of Future Consequences
Scale, BIS-11 = Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11
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Table 4
Pearson’s correlation coefficients among delay discounting tasks and Study 2 measures.
Variable
1. MCQ-21
2. MCQ-27
3. HDDT
4. OCI-R
5. OCI-R-W
6. DOCS
7. DOCS-C
8. FMI
9. DASS-D
10. DASS-A
11. DASS-S
12. CFCS
13. BIS-11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

.60***
.18
.11
.07
-.05
-.04
.02
-.13
-.05
-.10
-.05
-.05

.12
.10
-.002
-.06
-.08
-.03
-.19
-.02
-.17
-.08
-.09

.22*
.17
.23*
.32**
.08
.03
.03
.03
.11
-.03

.69***
.77***
.57***
-.11
.40**
.51***
.43***
.15
.15

.60***
.80***
-.04
.18
.30**
.20
.26*
-.02

.71***
-.24*
.52***
.60***
.58***
.13
.17

-.004
.19
.33**
.30**
.25*
-.03

-.30**
-.25*
-.30**
.003
-.13

.68***
.74***
-.08
.31**

.75***
-.16
.38**

-.02
.35**

-.56***

Note: MCQ-21 = Monetary Choice Questionnaire-21, MCQ-27 = Monetary Choice Questionnaire-27, HDDT = Handwashing Delay
Discounting Task, OCI-R = Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised, OCI-R-W = Washing subscale of OCI-R, DOCS =
Dimensional Obsessive-Compulsive Scale, DOCS-C = Contamination subscale of DOCS, FMI = Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory,
DASS-D = Depression subscale of DASS-21, DASS-A = Anxiety subscale of the DASS-21, DASS-S = Stress subscale of the DASS21, CFCS = Consideration of Future Consequences Scale, BIS-11 = Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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Figure 1
Order effect on HDDT discount rate in Study 1
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Appendix A
Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory – Revised (OCI-R)
The following statements refer to experiences that many people have in their everyday lives.
Circle the number that best describes HOW MUCH that experience has DISTRESSED or
BOTHERED you during the PAST MONTH. The numbers refer to the following verbal labels:
0
Not at all

5.

1
A little

2
Moderately

3
A lot

4
Extremely

1. I have saved up so many things that they get in the way.

0

1 2 3 4

2. I check things more often than necessary.

0

1 2 3 4

3. I get upset if objects are not arranged properly.

0

1 2 3 4

4. I feel compelled to count while I am doing things.

0

1 2 3 4

5. I find it difficult to touch an object when I know it has been touched by
strangers or certain people.

0

1 2 3 4

6. I find it difficult to control my own thoughts.

0

1 2 3 4

7. I collect things I don’t need.

0

1 2 3 4

8. I repeatedly check doors, windows, drawers, etc.

0

1 2 3 4

9. I get upset if others change the way I have arranged things.

0

1 2 3 4

10. I feel I have to repeat certain numbers.

0

1 2 3 4

0

1 2 3 4

12. I am upset by unpleasant thoughts that come into my mind against my will.

0

1 2 3 4

13. I avoid throwing things away because I am afraid I might need them later.

0

1 2 3 4

0

1 2 3 4

0

1 2 3 4

11. 11. I sometimes have to wash or clean myself simply because I feel
contaminated.

14. 14. I repeatedly check gas and water taps and light switches after turning them
off.
15. I need things to be arranged in a particular way.
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16. I feel that there are good and bad numbers.

0

1 2 3 4

17. I wash my hands more often and longer than necessary.

0

1 2 3 4

18. I frequently get nasty thoughts and have difficulty in getting rid of them.

0

1 2 3 4
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Appendix B
Dimensional Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (DOCS)
This questionnaire asks you about 4 different types of concerns that you might or might not
experience. For each type there is a description of the kinds of thoughts (sometimes called
obsessions) and behaviors (sometimes called rituals or compulsions) that are typical of that
particular concern, followed by 5 questions about your experiences with these thoughts and
behaviors. Please read each description carefully and answer the questions for each category
based on your experiences in the last month.
Category 1: Concerns about Germs and Contamination
Examples…
-Thoughts or feelings that you are contaminated because you came into contact with (or were
nearby) a certain object or person.
-The feeling of being contaminated because you were in a certain place (such as a bathroom).
-Thoughts about germs, sickness, or the possibility of spreading contamination.
-Washing your hands, using hand sanitizer gels, showering, changing your clothes, or cleaning
objects because of concerns about contamination.
-Following a certain routine (e.g., in the bathroom, getting dressed) because of contamination
-Avoiding certain people, objects, or places because of contamination.
The next questions ask about your experiences with thoughts and behaviors related to
contamination over the last month. Keep in mind that your experiences might be different than
the examples listed above. Please select the number next to your answer:
1. About how much time have you spent each day thinking about contamination and engaging in
washing or cleaning behaviors because of contamination?
0
None at all
1
Less than 1 hour each day
2
Between 1 and 3 hours each day
3
Between 3 and 8 hours each day
4
8 hours or more each day
2. To what extent have you avoided situations in order to prevent concerns with contamination or
having to spend time washing, cleaning, or showering?
0
None at all
1
A little avoidance
2
A moderate amount of avoidance
3
A great deal of avoidance
4
Extreme avoidance of nearly all things
3. If you had thoughts about contamination but could not wash, clean, or shower (or otherwise
remove the contamination), how distressed or anxious did you become?
0
Not at all distressed/anxious
1
Mildly distressed/anxious
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Moderately distressed/anxious
Severely distressed/anxious
Extremely distressed/anxious

4. To what extent has your daily routine (work, school, self-care, social life) been disrupted by
contamination concerns and excessive washing, showering, cleaning, or avoidance behaviors?
0
No disruption at all.
1
A little disruption, but I mostly function well.
2
Many things are disrupted, but I can still manage.
3
My life is disrupted in many ways and I have trouble managing.
4
My life is completely disrupted and I cannot function at all.
5. How difficult is it for you to disregard thoughts about contamination and refrain from
behaviors such as washing, showering, cleaning, and other decontamination routines when you
try to do so?
0
Not at all difficult
1
A little difficult
2
Moderately difficult
3
Very difficult
4
Extremely difficult
Category 2: Concerns about being Responsible for Harm, Injury, or Bad Luck
Examples…
-A doubt that you might have made a mistake that could cause something awful or harmful to
happen.
-The thought that a terrible accident, disaster, injury, or other bad luck might have
occurred and you weren’t careful enough to prevent it.
-The thought that you could prevent harm or bad luck by doing things in a certain
way, counting to certain numbers, or by avoiding certain “bad” numbers or words.
-Thought of losing something important that you are unlikely to lose (e.g., wallet, identify
theft, papers).
-Checking things such as locks, switches, your wallet, etc. more often than is necessary.
-Repeatedly asking or checking for reassurance that something bad did not (or will not)
happen.
-Mentally reviewing past events to make sure you didn’t do anything wrong.
-The need to follow a special routine because it will prevent harm or disasters from occurring.
-The need to count to certain numbers, or avoid certain bad numbers, due to the fear of harm.
The next questions ask about your experiences with thoughts and behaviors related to harm and
disasters over the last month. Keep in mind that your experiences might be slightly different than
the examples listed above. Please select the number next to your answer:
1. About how much time have you spent each day thinking about the possibility of harm or
disasters and engaging in checking or efforts to get reassurance that such things do not (or did
not) occur?
0
None at all
1
Less than 1 hour each day
2
Between 1 and 3 hours each day
3
Between 3 and 8 hours each day
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8 hours or more each day

2. To what extent have you avoided situations so that you did not have to check for danger or
worry about possible harm or disasters?
0
None at all
1
A little avoidance
2
A moderate amount of avoidance
3
A great deal of avoidance
4
Extreme avoidance of nearly all things
3. When you think about the possibility of harm or disasters, or if you cannot check or get
reassurance about these things, how distressed or anxious did you become?
0
Not at all distressed/anxious
1
Mildly distressed/anxious
2
Moderately distressed/anxious
3
Severely distressed/anxious
4
Extremely distressed/anxious
4. To what extent has your daily routine (work, school, self-care, social life) been disrupted by
thoughts about harm or disasters and excessive checking or asking for reassurance?
0
No disruption at all.
1
A little disruption, but I mostly function well.
2
Many things are disrupted, but I can still manage.
3
My life is disrupted in many ways and I have trouble managing.
4
My life is completely disrupted and I cannot function at all.
5. How difficult is it for you to disregard thoughts about possible harm or disasters and refrain
from checking or reassurance-seeking behaviors when you try to do so?
0
Not at all difficult
1
A little difficult
2
Moderately difficult
3
Very difficult
4
Extremely difficult
Category 3: Unacceptable Thoughts
Examples…
-Unpleasant thoughts about sex, immorality, or violence that come to mind against your
will.
-Thoughts about doing awful, improper, or embarrassing things that you don’t really want
to do.
-Repeating an action or following a special routine because of a bad thought.
-Mentally performing an action or saying prayers to get rid of an unwanted or unpleasant
thought.
-Avoidance of certain people, places, situations or other triggers of unwanted or unpleasant
thoughts
The next questions ask about your experiences with unwanted thoughts that come to mind
against your will and behaviors designed to deal with these kinds of thoughts over the last
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month. Keep in mind that your experiences might be slightly different than the examples listed
above. Please select the number next to your answer:
1. About how much time have you spent each day with unwanted unpleasant thoughts and with
behavioral or mental actions to deal with them?
0
None at all
1
Less than 1 hour each day
2
Between 1 and 3 hours each day
3
Between 3 and 8 hours each day
4
8 hours or more each day
2. To what extent have you been avoiding situations, places, objects and other reminders (e.g.,
numbers, people) that trigger unwanted or unpleasant thoughts?
0
None at all
1
A little avoidance
2
A moderate amount of avoidance
3
A great deal of avoidance
4
Extreme avoidance of nearly all things
3. When unwanted or unpleasant thoughts come to mind against your will how distressed or
anxious did you become?
0
Not at all distressed/anxious
1
Mildly distressed/anxious
2
Moderately distressed/anxious
3
Severely distressed/anxious
4
Extremely distressed/anxious
4. To what extent has your daily routine (work, school, self-care, social life) been disrupted by
unwanted and unpleasant thoughts and efforts to avoid or deal with such thoughts?
0
No disruption at all.
1
A little disruption, but I mostly function well.
2
Many things are disrupted, but I can still manage.
3
My life is disrupted in many ways and I have trouble managing.
4
My life is completely disrupted and I cannot function at all.
5. How difficult is it for you to disregard unwanted or unpleasant thoughts and refrain from using
behavioral or mental acts to deal with them when you try to do so?
0
Not at all difficult
1
A little difficult
2
Moderately difficult
3
Very difficult
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Extremely difficult
Category 4: Concerns about Symmetry, Completeness, and the Need for Things to be
“Just Right”
Examples…
-The need for symmetry, evenness, balance, or exactness.
-Feelings that something isn’t “just right.”
-Repeating a routine action until it feels “just right” or “balanced.”
-Counting senseless things (e.g., ceiling tiles, words in a sentence).
-Unnecessarily arranging things in “order.”
-Having to say something over and over in the same way until it feels “just right.”

The next questions ask about your experiences with feelings that something is not “just right”
and behaviors designed to achieve order, symmetry, or balance over the last month. Keep in
mind that your experiences might be slightly different than the examples listed above. Please
select the number next to your answer:
1. About how much time have you spent each day with unwanted thoughts about symmetry,
order, or balance and with behaviors intended to achieve symmetry, order or balance?
0
None at all
1
Less than 1 hour each day
2
Between 1 and 3 hours each day
3
Between 3 and 8 hours each day
4
8 hours or more each day
2. To what extent have you been avoiding situations, places or objects associated with feelings
that something is not symmetrical or “just right?”
0
None at all
1
A little avoidance
2
A moderate amount of avoidance
3
A great deal of avoidance
4
Extreme avoidance of nearly all things
3. When you have the feeling of something being “not just right,” how distressed or anxious did
you become?
0
Not at all distressed/anxious
1
Mildly distressed/anxious
2
Moderately distressed/anxious
3
Severely distressed/anxious
4
Extremely distressed/anxious
4. To what extent has your daily routine (work, school, self-care, social life) been disrupted by
the feeling of things being “not just right,” and efforts to put things in order or make them feel
right?
0
No disruption at all.
1
A little disruption, but I mostly function well.
2
Many things are disrupted, but I can still manage.
3
My life is disrupted in many ways and I have trouble managing.
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My life is completely disrupted and I cannot function at all.

5. How difficult is it for you to disregard thoughts about the lack of symmetry and order, and
refrain from urges to arrange things in order or repeat certain behaviors when you try to do so?
0
Not at all difficult
1
A little difficult
2
Moderately difficult
3
Very difficult
4
Extremely difficult
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Appendix C
Monetary Choice Questionnaire 21 (MCQ-21)
For each of the next 21 choices, please indicate which reward you would prefer: the smaller
reward today, or the larger reward in the specified number of days.
Although you will not actually receive any of the money, pretend that you will actually be
receiving the amount that you indicate. Therefore, please answer each question honestly and as
if you will actually receive the amount chosen either today or after a specified number of days.
To indicate your choice, please indicate the amount and time as shown in following example:
0.

Would you prefer $100 today, or $100 in 45 days?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Would you prefer $30 today, or $85 in 14 days?
Would you prefer $40 today, or $55 in 25 days?
Would you prefer $67 today, or $85 in 35 days?
Would you prefer $34 today, or $35 in 43 days?
Would you prefer $15 today, or $35 in 10 days?
Would you prefer $32 today, or $55 in 20 days?
Would you prefer $83 today, or $85 in 35 days?
Would you prefer $21 today, or $30 in 75 days?
Would you prefer $48 today, or $55 in 45 days?
Would you prefer $40 today, or $65 in 70 days?
Would you prefer $25 today, or $35 in 25 days?
Would you prefer $65 today, or $75 in 50 days?
Would you prefer $24 today, or $55 in 10 days?
Would you prefer $30 today, or $35 in 20 days?
Would you prefer $53 today, or $55 in 55 days?
Would you prefer $47 today, or $60 in 50 days?
Would you prefer $40 today, or $70 in 20 days?
Would you prefer $50 today, or $80 in 70 days?
Would you prefer $45 today, or $70 in 35 days?
Would you prefer $27 today, or $30 in 35 days?
Would you prefer $16 today, or $30 in 35 days?
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Appendix D
The Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) - State
Using the 0-6 scale shown, please indicate to what degree you were having each experience
described below when you were paged. Please answer according to what really reflected
your experience rather than what you think your experience should have been.
0

1

not at all

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

3
Somewhat

4

5

6
very
much

I was finding it difficult to stay focused on what was happening.
I was doing something without paying attention.
I was preoccupied with the future or the past.
I was doing something automatically, without being aware of what I was doing.
I was rushing through something without being really attentive to it.
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Appendix E
Affect Questionnaire
1. How positive are you feeling right now?
1

2

3

4

5

6

Not Very

7
Very

2. How negative are you feeling right now?
1
Not Very

2

3

4

5

6

7
Very
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Appendix F
Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory (FMI)
Please respond to each item by marking one choice.
Rarely
1. I am open to the experience
1
of the present moment.

Occasionally Fairly often
2
3

Almost always
4

2. I sense my body, whether
eating, cooking, cleaning, or
talking.

1

2

3

4

3. When I notice an absence of
mind, I gently return to the
experience of the here and
now.

1

2

3

4

4. I am able to appreciate
myself.

1

2

3

4

5. I pay attention to what’s
behind my actions.

1

2

3

4

6. I see my mistakes and
difficulties without judging
them.

1

2

3

4

7. I feel connected to my
experience in the here-andnow.

1

2

3

4

8. I accept unpleasant
experiences.

1

2

3

4

9. I am friendly to myself when
things go wrong.

1

2

3

4

10. I watch my feelings without
getting lost in them.

1

2

3

4

11. In difficult situations, I can
pause without immediately
reacting.

1

2

3

4

12. I experience moments of
inner peace and ease, even
when things get hectic and
stressful.

1

2

3

4
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13. I am impatient with myself
and with others. (R)

1

2

3

4

14. I am able to smile when I
notice how I sometimes make
life difficult.

1

2

3

4
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Appendix G
Barratt Impulsiveness Scale 11 (BIS-11)
Directions: People differ in the ways they act and think in different situations. This is a test to
measure some of the ways in which you act and think. Read each statement and select the
answer that nest describes you. Do not spend too much time on any statement. Answer quickly
and honestly.

1
Rarely/Never

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

2
Occasionally

I plan tasks carefully.
I do things without thinking.
I make-up my mind quickly.
I am happy-go-lucky.
I don’t “pay attention.”
I have “racing” thoughts.
I plan trips well ahead of time.
I am self controlled.
I concentrate easily.
I save regularly.
I “squirm” at plays or lectures.
I am a careful thinker.
I plan for job security.
I say things without thinking.
I like to think about complex problems.
I change jobs.
I act “on impulse.”
I get easily bored when solving thought problems.
I act on the spur of the moment.
I am a steady thinker.
I change residences.
I buy things on impulse.
I can only think about one thing at a time.
I change hobbies.
I spend or charge more than I earn.
I often have extraneous thoughts when thinking.

3
Often

4
Almost
Always/Always

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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28
29
30

I am more interested in the present than the future.
I am restless at the theater or lectures.
I like puzzles.
I am future oriented.

84
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
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Appendix H
Depression Anxiety Stress Scale Short Form (DASS-21)
Please read each statement and circle a number 0, 1, 2 or 3 which indicates how much the
statement applied to you over the past week. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not spend
too much time on any statement.
The rating scale is as follows:
0
1
2
3
1 (s)

Did not apply to me at all
Applied to me to some degree, or some of the time
Applied to me to a considerable degree or a good part of time
Applied to me very much or most of the time
I found it hard to wind down

0

1

2

3

2 (a)

I was aware of dryness of my mouth

0

1

2

3

3 (d)

I couldn’t seem to experience any positive feeling at all

0

1

2

3

4 (a)

0

1

2

3

5 (d)

I experienced breathing difficulty (e.g. excessively rapid
breathing,
breathlessness in the absence of physical exertion)
I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do things

0

1

2

3

6 (s)

I tended to over-react to situations

0

1

2

3

7 (a)

I experienced trembling (e.g. in the hands)

0

1

2

3

8 (s)

I felt that I was using a lot of nervous energy

0

1

2

3

I was worried about situations in which I might panic and
make a fool of myself
10 (d) I felt that I had nothing to look forward to

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

11 (s) I found myself getting agitated

0

1

2

3

12 (s) I found it difficult to relax

0

1

2

3

13 (d) I felt down-hearted and blue

0

1

2

3

14 (s) I was intolerant of anything that kept me from getting on with
what I was doing
15 (a) I felt I was close to panic

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

16 (d) I was unable to become enthusiastic about anything

0

1

2

3

17 (d) I felt I wasn’t worth much as a person

0

1

2

3

18 (s) I felt that I was rather touchy

0

1

2

3

9 (a)
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19 (a) I was aware of the action of my heart in the absence of
physical exertion (e.g. sense of heart rate increase, heart
missing a beat)
20 (a) I felt scared without any good reason
21 (d) I felt that life was meaningless

86

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3
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Consideration of Future Consequences Scale (CFCS)
For each of the statements below, please indicate whether or not the statement is
characteristic of you. If the statement is extremely uncharacteristic of you (not at all like
you) please fill-in a "1”; if the statement is extremely characteristic of you (very much like
you) please fill-in a "5". Use the numbers in the middle if you fall between the endpoints.
Please keep the following scale in mind as you rate each of the statements below.
1 = extremely uncharacteristic
2 = somewhat uncharacteristic
3 = uncertain
4 = somewhat characteristic
5 = extremely characteristic
1. I consider how things might be in the future, and try to influence those things with
my day to day behavior.
2. Often I engage in a particular behavior in order to achieve outcomes that may not result
for many years.
3. I only act to satisfy immediate concerns, figuring the future will take care of itself.
4. My behavior is only influenced by the immediate (i.e., a matter of days or
weeks) outcomes of my actions.
5. My convenience is a big factor in the decisions I make or the actions I take.
6. I am willing to sacrifice my immediate happiness or well-being in order to achieve
future outcomes.
7. I think it is important to take warnings about negative outcomes seriously even if
the negative outcome will not occur for many years.
8. I think it is more important to perform a behavior with important distant consequences
than a behavior with less-important immediate consequences.
9. I generally ignore warnings about possible future problems because I think the
problems will be resolved before they reach crisis level.
10. I think that sacrificing now is usually unnecessary since future outcomes can be
dealt with at a later time.
11. I only act to satisfy immediate concerns, figuring that I will take care of future
problems that may occur at a later date.
12. Since my day to day work has specific outcomes, it is more important to me
than behavior that has distant outcomes.

87
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Appendix J
Demographics Questionnaire
1. Please indicate your age. _____
2. Although the categories listed below may not represent your full identity or use the language
you prefer, for the purpose of this survey, please indicate which group below most accurately
describes your racial identification? (check all that apply)
-Native American/American Indian/Alaska Native/Indigenous
-Black
-Asian
-Latinx/Hispanic (Non-White)
-Middle Eastern/North African (Non-White)
-Pacific Islander/Native Hawaiian
-White
-Other
3. What is your ethnicity?
-Hispanic/Latino
-Not Hispanic/Latino
-I prefer not to answer
4. What is your gender identity?
-Male
-Female
-Transgender
-Nonbinary/fluid queer/gender queer
-Other
5. What is your approximate yearly household income in US dollars? __________
-Less than $10,000
-$10,000 to $19,999
-$20,000 to $29,999
-$30,000 to $39,999
-$40,000 to $49,999
-$50,000 to $59,999
-$60,000 to $69,999
-$70,000 to $79,999
-$80,000 to $89,999
-$90,000 to $99,999
-$100,000 to $149,999
-$150,000 or more
6. Please indicate your highest educational attainment.
-Elementary School
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-Junior High
-Some High School
-High School Graduate
-Some College
-Associate's Degree
-Bachelor's Degree
-Some Graduate School
-Graduate School Degree
7. What is your marital status?
-Single
-Single, but casually dating
-Single, but currently engaged to be married
-Single, but currently living with someone in a marriage-like relationship
-Married
-In a domestic or civil union
-Separated
-Divorced
-Widow/widower
-Other
8. What is your household annual income (before taxes and other deductions)? ______________
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Appendix K
Mindfulness Induction Script – 9 minutes
Note: Speak calmly and lightly. Include pauses; speak in a way that encourages a sense of
slowing down and taking space.
The first task that we will have you do today is an exercise designed to help you
become more fully aware of what is happening in the moment. It is important for this
study that you participate fully in this exercise by genuinely following the instructions.
Find a comfortable position in your chair with your feet flat on the floor and your back
straight but not stiff or straining. Resting your hands on the top of your thighs. Finding a
position that is alert while relaxed. Closing your eyes if that feels comfortable.
We’re going to use your breathing to anchor your attention in your present experience, by
noticing the qualities of each breath as it unfolds. <little pause> Start by bringing your attention
to your belly and chest – wherever you feel your breath moving in your torso – feel this area rise
or expand gently as you breathe in, and then feel it fall or draw back as you breathe out. Then
continue to observe the feelings of each breath in and out, without trying to control your
breathing if you can. The point is to be aware of your breathing, something we usually do
without much awareness, feeling how it feels as it flows in and flows out.
<pause for initial practice time – 15 seconds>
Your mind is likely to wander away from your breathing at some point. This is normal
and there’s no need to judge it. Just notice and accept wherever your mind is, with a sense of
curiosity. Note your momentary thoughts as thoughts, and passing feelings as feelings. This
returns you to noticing your current experience. Then, you can gently shift your attention back
to your anchor: the feeling of each breath coming in and going out. Continue with this process
of observing the feeling of your breathing.
<pause – 45 seconds>
This technique is all you need to do during this exercise. If you happen to think this is
foolish or boring, let those momentary thoughts be and then gently return to the process of
noticing each breath in each moment.
Now, you will be given some quiet time to continue with this exercise. Every now and
then during this quiet time, you will hear some reminders. Please continue to attend to the
feelings of each breath in and out.
<pause/quiet time begins>
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Reminders:
Gently maintain attention on your breathing, being with each breath in for its full
duration and each breath out for its full duration.
If your mind wanders, acknowledge that it has wandered to reconnect to the present, and
gently shift your attention back to noticing the feeling of each breath.
Let yourself become more familiar with the process of this experience.
Keep it really simple.
End: This exercise is now over. Slowly open your eyes if they are closed, and take a moment if
you need one. Then, turn the computer monitor back on and click continue.
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Appendix L
Thought Wandering /Unfocused Attention Script – 9 minutes
The first task that we will have you do today is an exercise designed to encourage
you to perceive things in a way that lets your mind wander freely. It is important for this
study that you participate fully in this exercise by genuinely following the instructions.
Find a comfortable position in your chair with your feet flat on the floor and your back
straight but not stiff or straining. Rest your hands on the top of your thighs. Find a position that
is alert while relaxed. Close your eyes if that feels comfortable.
We’re going to ask you to think about whatever comes to mind, without having to focus
on anything in particular. <little pause> Take this time to follow your thoughts and feelings –
whatever you want to think about – as you do when you have time to think things through
thoroughly. For example, sometimes we think about ideas for later in the day or week to
organize our plans. Or, sometimes we think about something that happened earlier in our day.
You may have a lot to think about, maybe important things, or your mind might just wander to
anything. Either way, take time to think about whatever you want. Just let your mind think and
wander freely.
<pause for 15 seconds>
We are simply giving you time to let your mind wander freely through all your thoughts.
Sometimes we don’t have time to let our minds wander or think through everything with all that
goes on. Yet everybody has their own interests, concerns and ideas that occupy their thoughts
when they have time. Sometimes we want some time just to think. So, during this time, you can
let your mind go wherever it wants as time passes. Continue to let yourself think about whatever
you want to.
<pause – 45 seconds>
That is all you need to do during this exercise. It’s that simple. Use the time to let your
mind wander and think freely without needing to focus hard on anything in particular. Even if
you zone out a bit, that’s okay. Now, you will be given some quiet time to continue with this
exercise. Every now and then during this quiet time, you will hear some reminders. Please
continue to let your mind wander and think freely during this time.
<pause/quiet time begins>
Reminders:
Remember: this is time for your mind to wander freely.
As a reminder, you don’t have or even want to think about one thing; think about as many
different things as you want.
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Don’t focus too hard on anything. Think freely.
The exercise is simple.
End: This exercise is now over. Slowly open your eyes if they are closed, and take a moment if
you need one. Then, turn the computer monitor back on and click continue.
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Appendix M
Handwashing Delay Discounting Task (HDDT)
Handwashing Delay Discounting Task Instructions
After using a public restroom, you are about to leave and as you grab the door handle to exit, you
notice a sticky, gooey substance on the handle and is now on your hand. On the floor next to the
door, you see a used and discarded tissue with the same mucus-like substance that is now on
your hand. This substance is not seriously harmful to your health and has no adverse
consequences other than the unpleasantness normally associated with another person’s mucus on
your hand. Before you are able to remove this substance imagine you are presented with the
following choices.

Choices Presented to Participants in the Handwashing Delay-Discounting Task
Immediate Handwashing and
Amount (dollars)
27
30
19
17
10
13
11
24
33
34
20
13
18
21
12
20
28
16
14
29
19
18
26
11

Delayed Amount (dollars)
30
35
25
25
35
25
35
25
35
35
30
25
30
25
35
25
30
25
35
30
25
25
35
30

Delay to Handwashing
(number of minutes)
44
41
2
48
25
58
35
173
61
47
126
37
106
30
12
158
113
14
6
130
5
98
22
109
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34
15
28
12
33
23
15
29
16
29
26
13
31
24
10
27
25
20
14
34
21
22
22
23
25
24

35
35
30
30
25
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
35
35
25
35
30
30
25
30
35
25
30
25
25
35
25

168
110
4
45
11
152
3
16
87
119
170
15
43
81
112
99
111
8
1
7
160
76
9
136
145
159
180
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Appendix N
Monetary Choice Questionnaire-27 (MCQ-27)
For each of the next 27 choices, please indicate which reward you would prefer: the smaller
reward today, or the larger reward in the specified number of days.
Although you will not actually receive any of the money, pretend that you will actually be
receiving the amount that you indicate. Therefore, please answer each question honestly and as
if you will actually receive the amount chosen either tonight or after a specified number of days.
1. Would you prefer $54 today, or $55 in 117 days?
2. Would you prefer $55 today, or $75 in 61 days?
3. Would you prefer $19 today, or $25 in 53 days?
4. Would you prefer $31 today, or $85 in 7 days?
5. Would you prefer $14 today, or $25 in 19 days?
6. Would you prefer $47 today, or $50 in 160 days?
7. Would you prefer $15 today, or $35 in 13 days?
8. Would you prefer $25 today, or $60 in 14 days?
9. Would you prefer $78 today, or $80 in 162 days?
10. Would you prefer $40 today, or $55 in 62 days?
11. Would you prefer $11 today, or $30 in 7 days?
12. Would you prefer $67 today, or $75 in 119 days?
13. Would you prefer $34 today, or $35 in 186 days?
14. Would you prefer $27 today, or $50 in 21 days?
15. Would you prefer $69 today, or $85 in 91 days?
16. Would you prefer $49 today, or $60 in 89 days?
17. Would you prefer $80 today, or $85 in 157 days?
18. Would you prefer $24 today, or $35 in 29 days?
19. Would you prefer $33 today, or $80 in 14 days?
20. Would you prefer $28 today, or $30 in 179 days?
21. Would you prefer $34 today, or $50 in 30 days?
22. Would you prefer $25 today, or $30 in 80 days?
23. Would you prefer $41 today, or $75 in 20 days?
24. Would you prefer $54 today, or $60 in 111 days?
25. Would you prefer $54 today, or $80 in 30 days?
26. Would you prefer $22 today, or $25 in 136 days?
27. Would you prefer $20 today, or $55 in 7 days?

